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Proudly serving the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgendered 
Community of Maine and New Hampshire 
VOL. 4, Number 10 . I June 1997 
A Month of Celebration: 
Maine and New Hantpshire Celebrate Pride and the 
· Passage of Civil Rights Legislation. 
Maine ''Pride Guide" and Event Schedules inside 
I 
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Maine's Governor King signs Civil Rights Bill; 
State becomes 10th to Outlaw Discrimination 
Washington, DC-May 16, 1997 
Maine officially became the 10th state 
to ban discrimination against gay men 
and lesbians. As expected, Governor 
Angus King signed the bill that passed 
the state legislature last week. Toe 
new law bans discrimination against 
gays and lesblans in employment, · 
housing, credit and public accommoda-
tiom. 
Toe nine other states that have 
· passed similar legislation are Rhode 
Island ( 199 5); Minnesota ( 1993 ); 
Vermont, New Jersey and California 
( 1992); Connecticut and Hawaii ( 1991 ); 
Massachusetts (1989) and Wisconsin 
(1982). Toe New Hampshire legisla-
ture also passed similar legislation last 
week and Governor Jeanne Shaheen has 
promised to sign it. 
A New England clean-sweep will 
come for gay rights legislation with the 
expected whisk of Gov. Shaheen' s pen. 
All six states in the region will then 
have such laws. 'The momentum has 
started," said Kerry Lobel, Executive 
Director of the National-Gay and 
Lesbian Task Force, (NGL1F). "New 
England has set an example for the rest 
of the nation. More states than ever are 
moving pro-gay legislation forward." 
Although Governor King has 
signed the bill, opponents of the legisla-
tion threated to have it repealed. 1\vo 
conservative groups, the Christian Civic 
League and Concerned Maine Families 
have both said that they might bring a 
voter referendum to have the new law 
repealed. However~ Lobel stated that 
' 'the people of Maine know-what is 
'ght" n . . 
According to Sue Hyde, a New 
England based organizer for NGL1F, 
"Maine voters will become impatient 
with opponents of the measure. Con-. 
cerned Maine Families has already had 
a state-wide referendum on this issue 
and they lost," she pointed out. In 
approving the measure, Hyde said ''the 
legislature and Governor have basically 
done what the people have asked." 
Concerned Maine Families 
bows out of referendum 
by Frank Fisher 
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) Con-
cerned Maine Families, which spear-
headed an umuccessful 1995 referen-
dum seeking to prevent cities from 
extending rights to homosexuals, will 
not get involved in the latest repeal 
effort against gay rights . "Regrettably, 
we have yet to see convincing evidence 
that the necessary funding will be 
available to make this campaign 
competitive," Lawrence Lockman, 
CMF vice chairman, said today. 
Despite hundreds of calls of 
support during the past week, Lockman 
said his group has been unable to raise 
$500,000, the minimum he said was 
necessary "to level the playing field that 
is presently tilted heavily in favor of the 
national Gay Left organizations." 
Toe Christian Civic League of 
Maine and the Christian Coalition 
announced last week they intended to 
launch a "people's veto" campaign to 
block an anti-discrimination bill signed 
by Gov. Angus King on Friday. 
Toe bill being challenged would 
prohibit discrimination against gays in 
housing, credit, public accommodations 
and employment 
CMF leader Carolyn Cosby had 
threatened to launch her own drive last 
week unless King vetoed the bill or the 
Legislature amended it. Cosby said she 
needed to hear from supporters by 
today, when she would decide whether 
to go ahead. 
Cosby was not present at a news 
conference to announce CMF's plans 
today. Lockman said she was taking a 
"well-deserved vacation." 
Lockman predicted a referendum 
to repeal the bill would."trigger mobili-
zation of the national network of big-
money gay-activist political contribu-
tors." "Maine is not a wealthy state," 
he said. 
Lockman said CMF's 4,000 or so 
members were free to get involved in 
the other groups' referendum drive. 
Opponents of the bill must gather 
51, 131 voters' signatures by 90 days 
after the legislative session ends. If the 
signatures are certified, a referendum on 
the bill must be scheduled. 
An awsonte day of History in the Making 
by Paula Stockholm 
Paula@maine.com 
- Th~ setting - for I feel it is important 
that all of you who walked this path with 
us f~l you were there today - was the Hall 
of Aags where a broad "photo opportunity 
staircase" descends magnificently to the 
marble floor beneath the capitol dome. 
Crowded onto the staircase are ali 
the members of the 118th Maine Legisla-
ture - the men and women who passed An 
Act To End Discrimination by stunning 
margins last week; 28-5 in the Senate and 
84-61 in the House. Above them, capitol 
staff members hung over the third floor 
railings to witness history. 
Governor J<ing sat at a small desk in 
front of the steps, backed by almost all the 
sponsors of our Bill in its 20-year journey. 
There was Gerald Talbot who spoke for us 
first in 1977. Next to him, Jerry Connelly, 
Sr. and then, Jerry Connelly, Jr., Harlan 
Baker and Mary Najarian .. . Tom Andrews 
was the only sponsor unable to attend. 
Dale McCormick. now State treasurer was 
there. And Joel Abramson: this year's 
The civil rights sweep of New 
England is now complete. All six New 
England states (Connecticut, Maine, 
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode 
Island, and Vermont) will soon ban 
discrimination on the basis of sexual 
orientation. Add Hawaii, W1SCOnsin, 
Minnesota, California, New Jersey, and the 
District of Columbia to the mix, and nearly 
one out of four people in the country live 
where discrimination based on sexual 
orientation is outlawed. 
While extremists threaten to chal-
lenge Maine's civil rights law, remember it 
was only two years ago that Mainers out-
organiz.ed the Right and defeated a vicious 
initiative that would have written gay men, 
lesbians, and bisexuals out of that state's 
constitution. New Hampshire not only 
passed its civil rights bill this year, but 
trounced a hostile anti-marriage bill that 
would have banned recognition of mar-
sponsor. 
On the sidelines stood Lois Reckitt 
who, with a group of NOW members, 
wrote the first bill in a fannhouse kitchen 
twenty years ago. Nearby was a woman 
who introduced herself later as one of five 
who lobbied for the bill in 1977, only to 
see it vanish in telling 88-54 and 21-10 
votes. 
Paula Aboud, former Maine Lesbian 
Gay Political Alliance president, flew in 
from Arizona. "I wouldn' t miss this." was 
her understated explanation. 
The rotunda was packed; the air was 
cracking; the mood jubilant. There was 
this unexpected sense that for the first time 
in our lives we stood on solid ground. 
There were hundreds of us. Old friends, 
tired warriors, and the partners who had 
waited-up for them through the years. And 
lots of plain old folks here to share the 
moment. 
Cabinet heads, both bodies of the 
legislature, and the Governor hhmelf were 
here as our allies today. We cheered them 
all - and oh, how we cheered. There were 
tears, too . 
The Governor spoke at length, 
praising all. He spoke with pride of the 
House debate last Thursday. How it was 
one of the finer moments of political 
history; of civility and the power of oratory 
delivered from the heart. 
Accenting t)le significance of' the 
momcnt,-Governer King recalled his own 
participation in the 1964 March On 
Washington during another civil rights 
struggle. He addressed us, our opponents, 
and most-importantly, those Mainers who 
were just "uncomfortable" with gays and 
lesbians. Always a straight-shooter he 
declared emphatically that tlµs wasn't 
"special rights"; that there are no "quotas" 
in the bill or references to children. 
With a loud voice driven by his 
sincere beliefs, he declared "We *have* 
enemies in.Maine. They are poverty ... 
disease . . .and ignorance. They are not 
gay people!" 
It was a wonderful speech, delivered 
uncharacteristically from notes . It captured 
Living Free in New England 
riages performed in other states as well. 
Rhode Island activists defeated a same-
gender marriage ban. Hate crimes bills 
were introduced in Massachusetts and 
Rhode Island. In Massachusetts and 
Rhode Island, strong efforts are underway 
to repeal the states' sodomy laws. Massa-
chusetts is in a strong position to enact 
statewide domestic partner legislation, and 
Vermont can already boast of this accom-
plishment. Vermont has enacted more 
pro-gay legislation than any other state in 
the nation, leading Vermonters to say that 
theirs is the safest state in the country. 
Sure, Northhampton, Massachusetts 
remains the undisputed lesbian capital of 
the United States and Provincetown is our 
conununity's sununer resort. And yes, the 
region is peppered with colleges and 
universities that are vibrant centers of 
youth organizing. But by no means was 
the work of New Englanders easy or 
complete. Connecticut and Rhode Island 
have hate crimes laws that do not include 
sexual orientation. Massachusetts and 
Rhode Island still ban opposite and same-
sex sodomy. Maine and New Hampshire 
ban same-gender marriage and these bans 
are still pending in legislatures in Con-
necticut and Vermont. New Hampshire 
bans adoption and foster care by gay men 
and lesbians. Legislatively, the region has 
miles to go on issues related to our 
families and our relationships. 
My colleague Sue Hyde is the 
NGLTF Field Organizer for New England. 
She says that New England, the a-ad.le of 
the American Revolution, is also the cradle 
of the gay, lesbian, bisexual and 
transgender revolution. I think that New 
Hampshire's motto "Live Free or Die" has 
helped frame the picture. 
But the truth is, our New England 
sisters and brothers have a long history of 
the significance and powCI' of the moment. 
The moment of the signing was lost 
in the last round of exuberant applause. 
We just cheered all the more. 
Handshakes and hugs lingCl'ed 
among us for at least a half hour after-
wards. We congratulated each other; 
sought out our legislators and hugged 
- them, too. And we smiled as .we never had 
before. · 
As our number trickled away, I . 
joined Brewer Representative Sandy 
Fischer on the State House balcony. He 
told me about the House debate last 
Thursday. When it was over he had been 
anxious to leave and get home. But in the 
parking lot, with the moon lighting the 
capitol dome, he was captured by the 
events of the evening. "I just stood there 
for about ten minutes, he told me. 'Think-
ing about how civil, how sincere and 
honorable the debate had been. And 
feeling very proud to have witnessed and 
participated in one of government's finer 
moments." 
organizing and all of us should pay 
attention. Look no further than the feat of 
activists in New Hampshire getting the 
Catholic Diocese of Manchester to support 
civil rights for gays. And they' ve taught 
us, we must be prepared to organize on a 
number of fronts at once. As we beat back 
the same-gender marriage bans or ballot 
measures ( even if we've lost a fight 
already), we nrust keep our eyes on the 
prize. We can move forward comprehen-
sive civil rights bills, repeal sodomy bans, 
pass hate crimes laws and build our 
conununities at the same time. 
Each step provides important 
momentum in moving our conununities 
forward to a place where there is freedom, 
dignity, and social justice for all. Gains in 
civil equality are an integral piece of a 
larger picture of full cultural acceptance 
and appreciation of diversity for all people. 
Date Set for ''Love Makes a Family" 
brought to Maine by SoMePride. "Love Makes a Family: Living In 
Lesbian and Gay Families," the national 
photo exhibit of Lesbian and Gay 
families, will be available for viewing in 
Portland dwing Pride Week '97. The 
exhibit will be on display Saturday, 
June 21, 1 -4 p.m. at the Festival in 
Deering Oaks Parle. On Sunday, June 
22, the exhibit will be shown at the 
YWCA, 87 Spring Street The YWCA 
exhibition will be from held from 3 - 6 
p. m. 'The exhibit consists of 20 framed 
photos along with 40 framed texts that 
complement the photos. 'The exhibit is 
designed in part to celebrate the diver-
sity of families in America and bring 
more visibility to Gay and Lesbian 
families ... Love Makes a Family" is 
The YWCA exhibit will be 
accompanied by a Family Forum and 
an Ice Cream Social. The forum 
consists of a panel of families gathered 
to discuss the meaning of family. The 
forum will be facilitated, and there will 
be opportunities for audience participa-
tion. There is no charge for admission, 
but donations are appreciated. Ice 
cream will be provided but please bring 
your own ice cream sundae toppings. 
. Exhibit organizers are still looking for 
families to be a part of the Pride Week 
Family Forum. For more information 
contact Barry Hom by calling (207) 
286-3718 or e-mail Barry at 
mkoerber®biddefordcom. 
The AIDS Project Portland , 
PREVENTION/EDU CA TJON FOR GAY, BISEXUAL, AND MARR/El) AND 
QUESTIONING, AND OTHER MEN WHO HAVE SEX WITH MEN . 
Summer/Fall Programs 
Drop-in Discussion Groups 
For all men regardless of HIV status. Eight--week, time limited groups in Portland, Ogunquit, 
and Kennebunk. Meet other men in a comfortable supportive atmosphere to discuss topics like 
sexuality, dating, safer sex, coming-out etc. Eight-week group begins Saturday, June 28th 4-6pm 
at the Willow Tree Restaurant, Rte I, Wells. and meets every Saturday until August 26th. Portland 
groups begin in September, For more info call Gerry at (207) 774-6877 · 
Comn111nity Networking Dinners (Yorlr Cmmty) 
Quarterly gatherings designed to provide networking and meeting opportunities for all 
married and gay, gay, bisexual, transgender, and all other men who have sex with men regardless of 
HIV status.Events are free and open to all men with an interest in promoting healthy and safe 
sexuality. Next program is a cookout/dinner, 4pm, Saturday, July 12 at the Willow Tree Restaurant , 
Rte I, Wells 
Safer Se:c Wt1rksh"J1-ifor HIV-Negntfre Men 
For gay, bisexual. and other men who have sex with men, designed to support mv negative 
men in staying negative .. Meetings will be held in Portland amd Southern York County. Pre-
registrat_ion is required. First series meets at TAP, 142 Hgih Street Portland (6th Floor) three 
consecutive Tuesdays, July 1, 8, and 15. This workshop series will be offered once-a-month through 
the end of the year. Pre-registration is required. Call Gerry at (207) 774-6877 
• All Programs are free 
-
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WE WORKED HARD ... WE WORKED TOGETHER .•• 
WE WON! 
Al,ove & Beyo~d... P R E s E N T s Very Spec,a/ Evenfd 
Stur,,n 
Kate '';tli.nton 
The one afid only "F\rst Lady of~;y Comedy," there 
are no skeletons in~versatile comic's closet. Witty 
and wise -savvy and sweet -get ready for an evening 
of irreverent, but relevant, humor. With jokes as 
fresh as today's news, join Kate in a celebration of 
life, liberty and the pursuit of laughter. 
From appearanJ~s'on The Tonight Show, 
his own HBO&s,P.ecial (yes,,ren five timC;i 
O!l The Ho- Stern Sl\g}Y); you WOQ)r· 
tint to miss a rare New Eligland appeat-> 
ance by this Jlilarious original member 
of "Funny <,f Males." 
COME our, COME OUT 
WHEREVER You ARE! 
Proceeds to benefit 
THE MAINE LESBIAN/GAY 
POLITICAL ALLIANCE 
Friday,June 13, 1997 • 8 pm • $20 
Presented in conjunction with Symposium XXl/1 . 
The Hub 
Southern Maine Technical College 
Fort Road • South Portland 
Join the community to dance after the show! 
SIGN-UP FOR A SUPER SUPPORTER CABARET TABLE! 
You, Your Business arid/or Your Friends can Support the Important Work Being Done by MUGPA 
Barbara's m,, 
Kitchen 'i' 
Cafe' 
Pride Re orter June 1997 
9~96w~~~9696w6W&w6WbW6W~W 
SYMPOS1VM '>6<111 
June 13-15, 1997 
Southern Maine Technical College 
on the Ocean at Spring Point 
V"V.)o..JH I V)...10 
ACTIVIST, AUTHO" 
K.£YNOH SP£)...K£" 
IO.U CLINTON* 
COMfDlfNNf fXT~O~IN~IM 
808 fMltH 
FUNNY f.)...Y M)...L£ 
Many diverse workshops (both to enlighten and enliven). discussion panels, 
women's health clinic , beach volleyball. kayaking, raffles, and much, much more! 
£3/ack Tie Caterer5 of South Portland will /Je providinq Marve/ou5 Mea/5! 
Don't miss Lisa Vaccaro, Maine's hottest DJ ! Two nights of dancing! 
oil 1: COMPLETE 3-DAY PACKAGE: HOUSING, 5 MEALS ANO All EVENTS 
C, 2: THP-..EE-DAY PACK)...CE: MEALS AND EVENTS BUT NO HOUSING 
$180 
$155 
$125 
$ 75 
(JI 3: TH~EE-DAY PACKAGE: EVENTS, NO MEALS O~ HOUSING 
(JI 4: SATU~DAY ONLY: EVENTS, MEALS 
Call 207-785-3664 to register by MasterCard/VISA or send your check to: 
5YM P051VM ')(')(Ill 
*Kate Clinton is 
being spmllORd by 
MLOPA/Above & 
Beymd/S~IDD 
xxm 
P.O. Box 709 
A OMIIION OI' .. ,.......,..._ .... ·~ 
PO BOX 11U,S 
P"l:SQUI: ISLlt. ME <M789 
207·7Cl9-3231 
Union, ME 04862 
We are here at last!! The annual gathering of the lesbian, gay, bisexual and tmnsgender 
community - Symposium XXIII - and this year we have so much to celebrate!!! The th-ii 
rights bill p11sed and h11 been signed by Governor King!! We hope everyone will be 
able to join us for this -exciting Gayla weekend of laughter, play and enlightenment. 
Registration starts at noon on Friday, June 13th; with dinner served that evening from 
6:00-7:00 p.m. The Comedy evening begins at 8:00 p.m. with special guest Bob Smith, 
followed by the incomparable KATE CLINTON. The evening moves to the dance noor 
with DJ Lisa Vaccaro - its finally time for a big community celebration - OUR RIOIITS 
Ol'PASSAGE!! 
Saturday morning at 9:00 a.m. features our keynote speaker URVASHI VAID, long-time 
community activist. author, fomer Executive Director of the National Gay and Lesbian 
Task Force and current Director ofteh Policy Institute of the NGLTF in Wa~hington, 
D.C., who will be sharing her enormous experience and vision with us. Urvashi will be 
available to sign her book (Virtual Reality: The Mainstreaming of Gay and Lesbian 
Liberation) afterward. 
BOB SMITH is the featured entertainer for Saturday night. lie has appeared on the 
Tonight Show and his own 1-mo special - you won't want to miss this rare New England 
appearance. Once again, after his performance the dance noor rolls out to cap off the 
evening! 
Sunday morning features brunch at 9:00 a.m. with workshops, community meetings and 
the closing circle for Symposium XXIII at 12:30 p.m. This wilt be a wonderful time to 
spend with friends - both new and old - and a great opportunity to participate discussions 
concerning community issues. 
As you can see by the Symposium XXIII registration form, some really exiciting and 
diverse workshops will be taking place over the weekend and we hope you will avail 
yourselves of this opportunity to participate. This year's registration can be handled, for 
your convenience, by credit card. There arc also a limited number of scholarships 
available. Volunteers are needed as always!! Give us a call if you can if you can help. 
THIS WEEK.END IS FOR YOU!!! To register call 785-3664. See you there!! 
Syaposium Schedule (subject to chen&e): 
Friday, June: U, 1991 
Noon-3:00 Registration, room assignments, etc. 
3:30- 5:00 Workshops - also volleyball , kayaking, registration continues 
6:00 - 7:00 Dinner 
7:00- 7:45 12-step meeting 
7:45 - 8:00 Welcome and announcements before Kate Clinton 
8:00-10:00 Kate Clinton 
10:30- Dance with DJ Lisa 
Saturday, June 14, 1997 
6:00 - 8:00 Kayaking, beach walking times ... 
7:45 - 8:45 Breakfast 
9:00-10:30 Keynote - Urvashi Vaid ( will be available for book signing afterwards) 
10:30-noon Workshops 
12:15-1 :15 Lunch 
1:30 - 3:00 Workshops (also kayaking, volleyball, open time, etc.) 
3:30 - 5:00 Workshops (also kayaking, volleyball, open time, etc.) 
5:30 - 6:30 Dinner (being served in The I lub) 
6:30 - 7: 15 12-step meeting 
8:30 - I0:00 Comedy with Bob Smith 
I 0:30- Dance with DJ Lisa 
Sunday, June ts. 1997 
· 7:00 - 9:00 Open time (kayaking, beach walks, etc.) 
9:00 -I0:00 Brunch 
I 0:00-11 :30 Workshops (to be repeated if needed based on interest) otherwise 
free time to play, converse, relax . 
I 0:00-11 :30 Annual Town Meeting 
Noon-I :30 Closing Circle 
I :30 - On You arc welcome to remain and enjoy the surroundings 
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WE DID IT! AT LAST WE REALLY DID IT! 
History was made in Maine 
on Thursday, May 8, 1997. The 
118th Maine Legislature passed 
L.D. 1116, "An Act to Prevent 
Discrimination." The bill will make 
it illegal to discriminate against an 
individual based solely on sexual 
orientation. 
The Senate passed the bill 
with a resounding 28-5 on May 7 
sending a clear message that 
Maine stands for fairness and 
justice. Although the House tally 
was touch and go for a couple of 
months, the House final count was 
84-61 to prevent legal discrimina-
tion against gays, lesbians, and 
bisexuals once and for all. To 
finish the deed, Gov. King signed 
the bill on May 16. 
This is a victory for all Maine 
citizens. Gays, lesbians, and bi-
sexuals will now be afforded the 
same legal protections against 
discrimination that heterosexuals 
have enjoyed. 
Thanks go out to the many 
fair-minded legislators who stood 
up and voted for what was right, 
fair, and just. 
This has been a long battle 
(20 years), and we now join ten 
other states (New Hampshire just 
passed their bill on Tuesday, May 
6!!), who extend civil rights pro-
tections to ALL their citizens-
gays, lesbian&;, and bisexuals 
included. 
Vie owe sincere thanks to 
Karen ·Geraghty, Laura Fortman, 
Ned Mccann, Sally Sutton, Betsy 
Sweet and many other loyal sup-
porters, who worked day and night 
for the passage of this bill. 
A Word from the President... 
After twenty years of working 
on pro-gay legislation, the GLBT 
communities have reason to cel-
ebrate. Passage of LD 1116, "An 
Act To Prevent Discrimination," is 
a dream finally realized. Once 
Governor King signs the bill into 
law, we will become the 11th state 
in the country to provide civil 
rights protection for our gay, 
lesbian, and bisexual citizens. We 
will become the sixth of six New 
England states (New Hampshire 
just passed their anti-discrimina-
tion bill on May 6!) to offer these 
protections. 
Preceding us were Wisconsin 
(1982), Massachusetts (1989), 
Connecticut and Hawaii (1991), 
California, New Jersey, and Ver-
mont (1992), Minnesota (1993), 
Rhode Island (1995), and New 
Hampshire (May 6, 1997 - pending 
Governor's signature). 
The GLBT-rights movement 
in Maine is finally enjoying some 
long deserved momentum. The 
battle for this bill began in 1977 
and was re-introduced to the state 
legislature each session for twenty 
years, excluding 1995. 
The tide starting turning in 
1992 when the citizens of Portland 
defeated a (Carolyn Cosby) refer-
endum to repeal a city council 
decision adopting a human rights 
ordinance. In 1993 both the House 
and Senate passed the statewide 
anti-discrimination bill for the first 
time ever. Unfortunately, it was 
vetoed by then-governor 
McKernan. In 1995 Maine citizens 
defeated a statewide (Carolyn 
Cosby) anti-gay referendum, 
leaving the state exhausted, yet 
empowered. Finally this year the 
anti-discrimination bill passed the 
House and Senate, AND WAS 
SIGNED BY THE GOVERNOR. 
There are many people to 
thank for this victory, including 
yourself. As a member or sup-
porter of MLGPA, you have 
contributed either financially or 
_ with your time and effort, and this 
victory could not have happened 
without _you. I hope you will take 
the timeito reflect on the progress · 
that has been made, the goals 
which have been achieved, and the 
ability of our community when we 
all work together. 
As for MLGPA, there is no 
time to rest on outlaurels. We 
may be faced with a referendum to 
repeal the law, and we will posi-
tion ourselves to succeed in de-
feating that referendum. We would 
appreciate all the support you can 
give us in fighting ~he next battle. 
(Perhaps our next battle will be 
our last - with Cosby). 
In solidarity, 
Betsy Smith 
MLGPA Calendar of Events: 
Saturday, June 7-Victory 
Party forLD 1116, ?pm-mid-night, 
Augusta Civic Center. 
Saturday, June 7-Boston 
Pride, for information call 617- • 
739-4567. An MLGPA contingent 
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH 
Inclusive, non-homophobic, liberation-based 
The Gospel of Jesus, The Christ; for all people 
Northern Lights MCC of Augusta, ME 
4:00 pm Sunday. Communion each week 
2.3 miles from Cony circle on Rt. 201 
FMI: Bill at 207.453.9750 
Circle of Hope MCC of Portland, ME 
4:00 pm Saturday, 
Immanuel Baptist, 156 High Street 
FMI: 207.775-6684 ext #32 
Interpreted for the hearing impaired. 
Every person is welcomed! Please join us! 
is going down, if you're interested 
please call the MLGPA office at 1-
800-556-5472 (761-3732). 
Friday, June 13, 8:00pm-Kate 
Clinton, comedienne 
extraordinaire, Southern Maine 
Technical College, S. Portland. 
For tickets call 773-6974. 
June 13-15-Symposium 
XXIII, Southern Maine Technical 
College, featuring Urvashi Vaid as 
keynote speaker and Kate Clinton, 
comedienne extraordinaire. For 
information call 785-3664. 
June 19-MLGPA Monthly 
Board meeting, 6-9pm, MEA, 
Augusta ( open to all). 
June 19-22-Southern Maine 
Pride: 
June 19-0pening Photo 
Exhibit "Love Makes A Family" 
and Pridelights Concert. 
June 20-Annual Pier Dance. 
June 21-Rally with Candace 
Gingrich, Parade at noon from 
City Haj.l, Pride's Festive Stage 
June 22-Premiere of "expo-
sure" and Sunset Cruise. For 
information call 879-7323. 
July 12-Bangor Pride. Parade 
starts at llam, Festival from 12-
3pm. For information call 942-
7681. 
July 17-MLGPA Monthly 
Board meeting, 6-9pm, MEA, 
Augusta ( open to all). 
July 19-Cape Cod (Mass.) 
Gay Pride. For information call 
508-564-4535 or 508-790-8782. 
August 16-18-Gay Times Bar 
Harbor, a GLBT weekend retreat 
of workshops, speakers, and 
entertainment, College of the 
Atlantic, Bar Harbor. For informa-
tion call 244-4062. 
August 21-MLGPA Monthly 
Board meeting, 6-9pm, 
MEA, Augusta (open to all). 
William tL ~sandstead 
;~~ 
Attqrney a~~aw 
Oeneral Practice of Law inclu~~ '1 I // ! \ 
• Bankruptcy , \ I i \ 
• Wills ec E.state Planning I \ l . 1 l \ 
• Probate 1.aw ~ :I s;::::::;::-;:, cal!~ (207J 761-6680 
• Trademarks ec Copyrights , ....;.__....· .!::'. ~ email. WSandstead@aol.com 
• Real Estate ~ P.O. Box 11150, Portland, Me 04104 
• Domestic Partnership Agreements 
for a Free ca+alo9 
o( lesbian [ 9ay +ravel 9uides. cal/ /.800·'16c-66S'I 
Damron. The Firs+ name and +he Las+ Word in Gay Travel. 
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Arts and Entertainment 
A Conversation With Kate Clinton 
Recently you were,0n the Oprah 
Winfrey show, how was that for you? 
" It was very last minute, and it was 
a take off of a show called "Comics on 
Delivery" or "COD," and Oprah wanted to 
do happier, cheerier shows and she wanted 
to do a show where comedians would help 
people with their problems and I had to 
help a woman who had a fear of public 
transportation, now keep in mind she was 
from a small town in Minnesota, with 
about 1100 people, so she should be afraid 
of public transportation, then they brought 
her to New York and I helped her on the 
subway. 
How long has it been since you've been 
on the subway? 
Well, I've been living in New York, 
so urn, it doesn't mean I was any good at 
it, but I was a little more used to it than 
she was, so we had fun. We started taping 
on a Wednesday and I flew to Chicago on 
Thursday and taped the show with Oprah 
and then it aired the next week and she 
was just wonderful and I got to thank her 
for showing America its fun to READ. 
(she chuckles) 
Did you help her, is she over her fears? 
I don't know. You know it was kind 
P£o <=Libr1$ BOOKSHOP 
Over 
20,000 
current and 
out-of-prim 
books in 
stock 
10 Third Street. Bangor • 94.2 -3019 
A reader's paradise since 1980 
Eric Furrv, Proprietor 
I 
-1 
I 
Custom Coach & Limousine 
~:,::Limrulinu "~;'."c;~.,.· 
•MotorcoachTour, &Cl~ ~ ~ -
Vliitournewlv expanded facility on Root#302 on the 
l'ctiland/Weotl:roakLine 
21J7 -7'17-9100 
l-l00-585-3589 
of funny because you are so concerned 
with filming that I would turn to her and 
see this stricken look on her face and I say, 
"oh my god, that's right, you're afraid of 
public transportation." Though by the end 
of the day she was helping to block shots. 
(she laughs) but she was lovely. 
You are living in Provencetown now? 
Well I'm sort of in two places. I 
have a place -in New York where I moved 
about a year ago, but I kept my house in 
Provencetown and I had been living there 
for many years so I'm sort of back and 
forth. 
Do you drive there and back? How long 
does it take? 
Well, it's about a five and a half hour 
drive in slow traffic, but there is a small 
nine seater plane that flies out to New 
York. 
You'll be coming to Maine Pretty soon 
for the MLGPA Benefit: 
Yes, I am so pleased you were able to 
pass the antidiscrimination law there. 
Twenty years it took. 
Where were you 20 years ago? 
20 years ago, let's see, 20 years ago, 
I was teaching high school. I taught 
twelfth graders. I probably, oh my 
goodness the day after Memorial Day 
weekend and I had juniors and seniors so 
all the seniors were accepted to college 
were obnoxious and the others weren't 
going to school and were making more 
than I was at the time and it was a difficult 
I time to keep them interested and out df 
trouble. It was Prom time and it was year 
book time, final papers and grades to get 
ready to close up the place, ( she shudders) 
that's where I was 20 years ago. 
How have you seen the political climate 
evolve over the years, having traveled so 
much, you must have a sense of the 
climate out. 
I began working out and about as a 
lesbian comedian in 1981 and I have seen 
a lot of changes. I really got my comedy 
training in the lesbian culture and lesbian 
clubs and even in lesbian music festivals 
and lesbian comedian festivals . In the 
mid eighties because we were all begin-
ning to realize the seriousness of AIDS, I 
started to do more gay and Lesbian work, a 
Jot more benefits for a lot of Gay and 
Lesbian organizations and you know it's 
just through 25 years of works it's just 
been a series of increased visibility and 
I've been doing a Jot of work and other 
people have been doing a Jot of work and 
more people have come on to do the work 
Gay/Lesbian Travel 
"CALL US FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS!" 
We Can Book: 
RSVP Cruises • Atlantis Events • Windjammer Cruises • Olivia Crulsos 
• Dude Ranches • Rafting Trips • Airline Tickets • Hotel Re,ervatlons • 
Car Rentals • Cruises • Much More 
IGIA AnvENTURe TRAVEL, INC. 
and increase visibility and there are people 
in all kinds of jobs who are coming out 
and you know the media is a two edged 
sword cause you have Ellen coming out 
and you have a national conversation about 
a persons coming out process, should she, 
could she, would she, will she. 
You are considered one to the trail 
blazers for many young perfonriers, who · 
were your role models? 
When I was first coming out there 
weren't many performers, but there were a 
lot of wonderful musicians, there was 
Chris Williamson and Meg Christian and 
a Jot of early women's music singers. 
They gave us a lot to build a culture in 
which I came out into. 
The people that were my role models 
were people like Mary Daly who was a 
Radical Lesbian Philosopher who really 
blew my doors off and Adrienne Rich who 
was a feminist writer and a wonderful 
poet They didn't get a Jot of laughs, but 
they were my comics. I don't know, they 
helped me to become comfortable with 
humor because a lot of women don't trust 
humor because it's always used against 
them. So, they really helped me to gain a 
philosophical base which enabled me to 
feel comfortable and confident in what I 
was doing and then I was able to tell jokes. 
(she laughs) what would the world be 
without laughter? 
That is certainly what Ellen's show 
is. She is very very funny and she was 
able to deal with a Jot of topics. People 
just didn't want to hear about in a very 
funny and humorous way, and it's what I 
claim, the best about humor that it has the 
capacity to be a window of vulnerability or 
openness where people do laugh and are 
able to hear things that they wouldn't 
ordinarily be able to hear. 
So, what do you see for yourself in the 
next 20 years? 
AUGH, she laughs. I'll be getting 
modern maturity, she jokes. I hope to have 
all my teeth. 
By the way, you have great teeth. 
I know, I had a nun in the 7th grade 
that didn' t believe I never wore braces. I 
told her that no, these are my teeth and she 
said "you're lying" I said no . ut right now 
I am finishing a book for Balentine Books 
which will be out in early 98 called 
Communicate, it's a book of humor, the 
chapters are Adjudicate, where I discuss 
our legal system and it goes all throughout 
the alphabet including Fornicate 'l'Vhich is 
~ . 
sadly before lubricate. And so that's what 
I'm doing, I just want to continue to 
perform and to write. I've also been 
writing a column for a progressive 
magazine in Wisconsin and I want to 
continue to write columns and perform. 
Would you run for office? 
Oh, no, no, no we've had enough 
Clinton's in office, though I would be the 
Clinton that doesn't disappoint. 
Have you worked with Bob Smith 
before? 
I have, Bob and I are both from 
Buffalo, N .Y. we like to think of ourselves 
as the Buffalo Gals. I do love Bob, he's 
actually worked in Provencetown and a 
number of summers we were able to share 
bills on different benefits and I really think 
he is a wonderful writer and performer. 
Weren't you on the writing staff of the 
Rosie O'Donnell show? 
Yes I was. I worked there for about 
sex months and I had the book deal with 
Balentine and they kept wanting that book. 
Can you imagine that!? So I left the show, 
but it was a wonderful experience. Rosie 
is a trip, she's one of the funniest people. 
You must get a mix of both good and bad 
mail and reviews. 
I don't read the bad or the good, I've 
never read reviews, good or bad. I just 
think I don't want anything that would 
keep me from speaking up. I do have 
friends that read them and tell me I should 
red this, it's really great. If it helps me 
learn something, ok, but if it just squashes 
me, I don't need that. Anything that 
would keep me down or somehow meant to 
really hurt me, you know, I can always find 
that on my own, I don't need help . 
It's like what Maya Angelou said, 
"People who kiss,kiss. Peck, kiss. We don't 
need them in our lives. 
Amy, Anne, K.D. and Michelle 
by Abnsel L •. Ponti 
I have so much to tell you 'all that I 
don't quite know where to begin ... 
OK. here's a start Did you see 
'Chasing Arny?" As I am without any cool 
press materials I have to sort of wing this 
review, so here it goes. O.K., so the main 
character, not named Amy by the way, had 
one heck of an irritating voice de la 
Jennifer Tilly, but other than that this flic 
kicked butt From the disturbed maker of 
both "Clerks" and "Mallrats," "Chasing 
Amy" is a superb end to the bizarre trilogy 
of films. Some people may have issues with 
the fact that our lesbian heroine falls in 
love with a guy, but so what, stuff just 
happens sometimes. And hey, they don't 
exactly ride off into the sunset with each 
other. So here's the scoop: There's two 
best friends who write a comic book One of 
these guys falls madly in love with another 
comic book writer, a. k.a. our lesbian 
heroine. The finer points of this film are 
the graphic descriptions of the sexual 
escapades and accidents that are discussed 
at a bar one night This conversation is 
between the lesbian and her suitor's best 
friend . They show off each others sex 
injury scars and openly go down every 
perverted road imaginable over a couple of 
beers. And this worked so well because 
they were so comfortable and open talking 
about it. It was inspiring and hysterical, I' 11 
spare you the rest, but will mention that 
there is one heck of' a: kiss between two 
women that is not too tough to look at 
"Chasing Arny," may not ever get the 
"lesbian movie" stamp of approval but 
when it comes out on video, rent it anyway. 
Yes, I'm pathetic for not telling you the 
name of the director or any of the stars, but 
I can tell you this-See it 
Speaking of video Here's an interest-
ing anecdote. As we all know by now, 
Ellen's girlfriend, actress Anne Heche, will 
probably never live down her "I wasn't gay 
' till I met Ellen comment" Kind of a dumb 
thing to say; but I still like her. Besides 
"Volcano." Heche was in the kind of cool, 
hey it played on Exchange St. movie, 
"Walking and Talking,- and was also in 
'The juror." But, my friends, none of these 
are the films I am thinking of. Stop 
whatever you're doing and seek out the 
video of "Wild Side." Unfortunately, a 
friend of mine said she rented it and "the 
scene" of scenes see~ to have been edited 
out. Doa't ask me what that's all about 
Anyway, this flic also stars Christopher 
Walken and the stunning actress Joan 
Chen. I'm. fairly certain it was a straight-
to-video release, or at least it certainly 
never hit Portland's screens. And no one 
will get an Oscar nod either, but it's a 
reasonably good film. The condensed plot 
is as follows: Alex (Heche) is a banker by 
day and call girl by night. Enter Bruno 
(Walken), a money laundering gangster 
type who is married to Virginia (Chen). 
Add a goofball cop to the picture and the 
end result is, Bruno gets busted and the 
two chicks live happily ever after-with 
each other Furthermore, there is quite the 
steamy scene between Heche and Chen. Its 
not quite as hot as Desert Hearts, but 
much better than Claire of the Moon (not 
hard to do ... ). My point is, there is no way 
a normal human being could be in bed, 
even if only for a movie, with Joan Chen 
and not at least think about their own 
sexuality. No way. So, I don't buy her ''I 
wasn't gay" fluff for a minute. I suspect 
she's probably just experiencing "post-
coming out and dating a babe like Ellen" 
syndrome and after a while, when the 
media stops caring, she'll deal with the 
fact that she's been a lesbian a lot longer 
than tour months. Either way, she's got a 
great neck. 
And now I'm changing the subject 
entirely, although I'm still on the subject 
of cool women. Perhaps you haven't heard 
of Michelle Malone. Well, I'm here to tell 
you, I have, and she's very a very cool 
musician. And, she, along with my 
longtime favs, disappear fear, will be 
playing at The Pride Festival in a couple 
of weeks. Malone is a definite member of 
the "cool chicks from Atlanta "club. In 
tact, here's a tiny bit o' trivia. She co-
wrote the classic Indigo Girls tune "Tried 
to be True' with her friend Amy Ray. And 
she's written stuff with another Atlanta 
gal, Kristen Hall. Her album "New 
Experience" is on Daemon Records, which 
is the independent label owned by, yep, 
Amy Ray It's a small world after all. 
Bottom line" Her music is raw and soulful 
and we should be psyched to have her in 
Maine. 
Lastly, our good friend K.D. Land 
has a new album out this month called 
. "Drag." (Sire Records). With songs about 
smoking as a predominant theme this 
album promises to be, if nothing else, 
interesting. And get this, she even covers 
Steve Miller's 'The Joker." More on K.D. 
after my little ears here the disc. 
JALBERT INSURANCE SERVICE~ 
& HI RISK Aura "INSURANCE PLus" ™ 
206 Maine St., Brunswick, ME 04011 
Affiliate Branch ID Risk Auto 222 St. John St.. Portland, ME 
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· 1ifel: 721-1011, 725-5000 &. 1-800-463-0611 
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Cool Chicks at Raoul's ••• 
by Abnsel L Ponti 
Cool music does happen in Portland. 
This fact was once again proven on May 
24th at what is a favorite club of mine, good 
old Raoul's. Opening the show was South-
ern Maine's pride and joy, Lynn Deeves. 
One of my favorite things about seeing Lynn 
play is her sense of humor and complete 
comfort level with the audience. As always 
she asked a trivia question and gave away a 
silly prize. ( OK so I won, it wasn't my 
fault). Her playing was solid and her bass 
player Vic was truly great The most 
memorable song was the one she did with a 
southern drawl, "Some of my best friends 
are straight" Lynn will be one of the 
featured performers at the Pride celebration 
in a few weeks. Cool. 
Next up was an added bonus to the 
evening who was not originally on the bill. 
Cindy Finkle who is a Mainer but has been 
in Nashville for years was in town and 
played a set much to the delight of many of 
the folks who know her by her nickname, 
"Red." Yeah so Red could belt out a song 
even when she wasn't even close to the 
microphone. Indeed she was a nice surprise 
to the evening. 
And then Sonia Rut.stein and her 
amazing guitar player, Rick Rivera took the 
stage. Better known as disappear fear, they 
played about 18 songs and Sonia showed us 
the full spectrum of her talent as a musician 
and songwriter. Performing many songs 
from the most recent release, "Seed in the 
Sahara" and 1994's critically acclaimed,self-
titled album, she also delved into the past. 
One of the world's most perfect songs is 
"Deep Soul Diver," the title track to an 
earlier df album. This songs and also 
"Sexual Telepathy" were superb examples of 
why people fall madly in love with Sonia's 
music. She has a way of putting things that 
is both unique and universal. Whether it's of 
political struggle or the traumas of love, 
Sonia see~ to always find just the right 
words. The new songs she chose to share 
with us on this night reinforced this belief. 
disappear fear will also be at Portland 
Pride. This is extremely cool. If you, like 
myself, can't wait 'till then, zip down to 
Boston on June 8th as Sonia will also be 
performing there. 
©66e1li.ng tlrte ginegt in 6flegft 
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Bob Smith 
On Friday night, he'll touch your 
funny bone. Today he' 11 touch your 
heart ( and lift your spirits) when he 
previews his new book of comic essays, 
Openly Bob (Coming out in October!) 
Ask him about the book. 
Ask him if Funny Gay Males will 
ever work together again (Beatles · 
reunion?) ' · 
Ask him about the 1V show. 
Ask him about LA versus New 
York life. 
He never steps On a laugh, and 
San Francisco, this handsome, 
openly gay comic from Buffalo, N.Y. 
walks onstage and immediately begins 
talking about coming out to his conser-
vative family one lbanksgiving: 
"Mom, would you please pass the 
gravy to a homosexual?" He recalls 
"She passed it to my father," When his 
parents bought him a chemistry set' 
Smith says be used it "to make my own 
skin-care products." Even his tree house 
had a breakfast nook. 
Smith has the courage-unlike 
many of his straight male counterparts-
to reveal himself His material can't be 
delivered by another comic, for he is 
drawing from the life of Bob Smith. 
Unlike other gay and lesbian comics 
who have become famous by using 
stereotypical cheap shots and blue jokes 
to confirm audiences' worst suspicions 
about us, Smith tells the truth in a 
simple and brilliant way. He is making 
history, and we should all be proud. 
-Robin Tyler 
Bob Smith has the distinction of 
being the first openly gay-comedian to 
have his own HBO Comedy Special 
and to appear on The Tonight Show. 
Bob was also the head writer and one of 
the performers on Comedy Central's 
first Out There and he wrote the 
monologues for a screenplay about a 
gay stand-up comic based on Paul 
Monette's book Halfway Home for 
Steven Spielberg's Company Amblin. 
Bob's recent book Grow~ Up Gay 
was published by Walt Disney's 
Hyperion and was nominated for a 
Lambda Literary Award - attacked by 
the Tupelo, Mississippi based American 
Family Association for promoting 
homosexuality. 
Other 1V and Radio appearances 
include A&E's Evening At The 
lmprov, Tom Snyder and Bob has been 
a guest five times on The Howard 
Stern Show. (Bob was Howard's 
official correspondent for The Gay 
Games.) 
In 1996, Bob was hired by 
. Roseanne to write for her sketch 
comedy show Saturday Night Special 
on Fox£ He also wrote for Dennis 
Miller for the 1996 MTV Video 
Awards 
Bob has completed a new book of 
comic essays, Openly Bob which will 
be published by Rob Weisbach Books/ 
William Morrow in October. 
This year, Bob is also going to be 
a performer and the Head Writer for a 
new sketch comedy show for Showtime 
that will for the first time be featuring a 
Gay & Lesbian comic sensibility on a 
network series. 
ANNOUNCING OUR 1 ST ANNUAL 
GAY MENS 
5.rDAY REl'Rf,AT 
AUGUST 24TH.r 291'8 
Limited enrollment (20), low key activities, 
intensive workshops and a beautiful ocean-front 
setting combine to make this an opportunity for 
connecting more deeply with ourselves and each 
other. Call now for information on this and other 
gatherings planned through November. 
BROTHERS TOGETHER 
An Educational, Spiritual and Social· Organization 
For Men Who Love Men. 
(617) 247-3964, E-mail/brothers@stasio.com 
AIDS The Forgotten Face 
As AIDS descends upon El 
Salvador, the government shields its 
eyes. The Salvadoran health system, 
which has little control over cholera, 
dengue and intestinal parasites cannot 
face the horrors of AIDS. This story is 
from a journal entry. 
Feb.15. 1997 San Salvador. El 
Salvador 
Bola, bella. My real name is 
Wilfredo Valencia but I go by Willy. My 
parents escaped the crazy war and we 
made it to San Francisco, California 
on some kind of political refugee visa 
in 1980 when /was 12 years old. So 
why am I working sweating away in 
this marketplace, offering the best 
price for wormy man goes? Sweetheart, 
nothing is easy when your people are 
dying. I had to come back while I still 
had my voice. Now I too am dying Of 
AIDS. There is always something to kill 
us here, if it's not grenades it's poverty 
or AID£ Of course the U.S. Govern-
ment doesn't want me, a gay man with 
THE sickness. I had to give up my U.S. 
refugee status after I lived here for 
three years but back then I didn't know 
I was sick. Hey honey, who needs T-
cells when you can eat papayas all day 
long? Don't get me wrong now, just 
look what we have here. Fundasida 
(AIDS Center) is real, we have commu-
nity prevention programs, school talks, 
counseling, support and basic clinical 
services and a confidential telephone 
line. At night I take to the streets, 
shoulder bag full of those friendly 
rubbers. No, you can't tag along. You 
are a chela (white girl) but come with 
me to the transgendered aerobic class. 
Ooh, they would love your camera 
there. Girlfriend, it all takes time. · 
We've beenfightingfor 500 years,· . 
longer if you think about it. Sure I 
suffer here but that northern life isn't 
for me. Here the music, sweat, cheap 
beer-even the stinking mosquitoes-
are what I know. I'll die but never will I 
die old and scaly in some sterile white 
room. I'll die in an avocado shell 
wearing a crown of lilies. Don't cry for 
me El Salvador, the truth is I will never 
leave you. Don't you just want to kiss 
Antonio Banderas? 
According to the World Health 
Organization only 1,789 cases of AIDS 
were diagnosed by December, 1996 in 
El Salvador. Of this figure, 76% of the 
cases were men and 75% were within 
the heterosexual population. 
(Fundasida) This figure represents the 
officially registered diagnoses-the tip of 
the iceberg-and is a reflection of those 
patients who have access to hospital 
tests. According to the Central America 
Report, "Families simply cannot afford 
the expensive tests and medicines 
required to diagnose and treat the 
opportunistic infections associated with 
AIDS , much less anti-retoviral drugs 
such as AZI'." (CAR, 23) In 1991, the 
Ministry of Health began a public 
campaign that resulted in billboards and 
radio prevention messages. AIDS 
education is especially dtfficult because 
it clashes with Catholic sexual taboos, 
machismo and the popular conception 
that AIDS is a gay disease. Today, 
FUNDASIDA is the largest AIDS 
prevention and services NGO in El 
Salvador. It was founded in 1992 by a 
small group of HIV positive people and 
other committed individuals concerned 
with the spread of HIV and the lack of 
services. Enrique Lara, the project 
coordinator, excitedly handed me 
charts, posters and facts as he explained 
FUNDASIDA's four project areas. The 
first is called 'Community Prevention 
Programs' and is an educational 
outreach to the marginal communities 
including sex workers and the gay/ 
bisexual population. The second 
program is 'Youth and Prevention' 
where educators give workshops and 
counseling to schools, families and 
institutions. The third program is 
'Direct Services to people with HNI 
AIDS' which include.,. group therapy, 
hospital accompaniment, psycho-social 
counselling, home visits and confiden-
tial clinic tests. The last program is the 
confidential voice-line staffed by 
volunteer resource educators. 
FUND AS IDA coordinates with other 
regional AIDS groups but realizes that 
important time is being lost each day 
the government refuses to address the 
potential impact of this disease. 
FUNDASIDA is always in need of 
medicines, syringes, money, volunteers 
and hope. 
It's address is: 
Urbanizacion Eli sa entre 
19 Av. Norte y 31 Calle Poniente, 
Pasaje A, #23 
Colonia Layco, San Salvador, El 
Salvador TeVfax (503) 225-1567 
ML/GPA receives $20,000 Matching Grant 
MLGPA Recipient of $20,000 
Matching Grant Portland - An anony-
mous Maine donor has challenged the 
Maine Lesbian Gay Political Alliance with 
a $20,000 matching gilt, the largest in the 
organization's history. Every dollar raised 
by the organization's fund raising efforts 
will be matched by the donor. Membership 
is estimated to double by 1998. 
"We're at a aitical point in 
MLJ?PA's mission"' said Betsy Smith, 
President of the organization's Board of 
Directors. "Since MLGPA was founded in 
1984 we've worked hard to pass legislation 
that protects people from discrimination 
based on sexual orientation. If we're 
successful this year, there will be no time 
to rest on our achievement. We have lots 
more to do." 
Smith acknowledged opposition to 
the current bill, L.D. 1116: "An Act to 
Prevent Discrimination" saying, "we know 
some people think there's nothing wrong 
with discrimination. Fortunately, most 
Mainers don't agree. Should the bill pass 
we'll need to be prepared to fight any ' 
referendum that seeks to overturn our 
hard-won rights." 
. "'This very generous gift will help us 
build programs that will serve Maine for 
years to come," said Smith. The MLGPA 
Board re_cently created a new, nonprofit 
corporation expressly for attracting tax-
deductible contributions and grants to fund 
educational progra~ that will enrich the 
community at large and promote aware-
ness of issues affecting Maine's gay and 
lesbian population. 
The MLGPA is a state wide nonparti-
san organization formed to educate the 
general public, politicians, and the media 
concerning lesbian and gay issues. 
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acknowledge the varying degrees to which members of our community are out, and we respect their choice, 
if printing a return adress is ever a problem, please let us know. ' 
Bustin' Out 
With Pride '97. 
Edward Reichert:_Artistic Director 
+ §) ..,. 
. Saturday,June21st, 1997,8:00p.m. 
Merrill Auditoriwn at City Hall, Portland, Maine 
Tickets available at the Box Office 
20 Myrtle Street, Portland, Maine 04101 
Phone: (207) 842-0800 Fax: (207) 842-0810 
Norma Krous Eule 
MSW.Kaw 
Licc:n~d Clinical Social Worktr 
lrr,livi,l11nl, Group n11d 
Rtlnlio11sl1ip T11trapy 
10 Minot Avenue 
Auburn, Maine 04210 
('207) 784-8747 
A MARYL-LIS 
41 Exchange St., Ponland ME 04101 
Open 10-6 M-W • 10-9Thurs-Sat • Sun 12-6 
207-772-4439 
di·verse 
Temporary stafllng, recntiting, outplacement 
C A R E E R P R O S P E C T S I N C. 
Dennis Hatch-Tom Broussard 
640 Congress St Portland, Maine 04101 (20 7) 772-1475/772-1042/ax 
"Nothing is too wonderful to be true. " 
Michael Faraday 
Freedom to Support this F~stival 
Those advertisers that you see in this guide have graciously 
channeled their resources to the only source which has the 
undivided attention of the g/1/b/t audience at our Pride events and 
works exclusively for the benefit of our community: .... US. 
Please, express your appreciation by your patronage of our 
advertisers year round. 
The CENTER for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & 
Transgender Pride of Southern Maine 
A Community Center's success lies not in a collection of 
desks, phones and office equipment. It lies in the ability to provide 
information, present an attractive calendar of events, build 
opportunities, connect people, sustain an inviting space and provide 
useful services, all at costs the average person can easily' afford, 
delivered fairly and equitably focused only on serving the broadest 
needs and hopes of its select community.· 
We hope to provide an office, an office for others and to 
provide the wide variety of services that keeps a Center in use. We 
hope to fund it through the annual Pride celebration, membership 
contributions, and year round Pride events. Over the course of 
1997-1998's Pride year, the Center will begin to take shape with 
input from community, at an expected cost of about $25, 000 per 
year for a visible, street level downtown space. 
A donation in any amount will help the dream become real. 
All donations to the Center are tax deductible and should be made 
payable to 'The Center" a separate fund of SoMePride or place in 
the donation containers labeled "for the Center''. 
SoMePride is 501 (3)c 
Your contributions to Pride, our photo exhibit, or our Center 
~re tax deductible .. Tickets or merchandise if purchased for g/1/b/t 
y~uth groups, PWA's or any other charitable intent are also tax 
deductible. Call Michael at 207-879-7323 if you have Questions. 
Give Pride a hand, Volunteer 
·• O t, ~ !1 , ' " lli ,1-• m · Hr\1[: '!' ;;<:(]!,~ 'I ,..-•. -~ - · 1; ,.~., e· '""f"' .. 1·~,1~-. -~-~ ~""'!It! 
1 . ·1 i; t :ti,1; r ~ i~ h~R~1~ ~i ', i;l "pt !ti!,:" ~ 
Pride needs volunteers: to pick up perfonners, to set up tables, to 
set up stages, to distribute infonnation flyers at events, to act as 
ushers, to sell merchandise, to clean up, to direct crowds, t6 . . to . 
. . to. . . . call the Pride lnfonnation number and leave your name 
and number (or address) Eben Chadwick our Pride Volunteer 
Coordinator will get back to you. 
PRIDE INFORMATION IS: 207-878-9277 24 HOURS 
So.Me. Pride 1997 
EVENTS 
INFOrmation LINE 878-9277 
Monday, June 16 Gay Night Monday Roller Skating 
Happy Wheels on Warren Avenue in Portland, ?pm to 9pm. $5 
Tuesday, June 17 (& 10th), 7:30 pm 
ExTENSIONS A Documentary Film 
Screening & Discussion at Agape, 657 Congress St. 
$5 admission is donation to Agape 
Extensions is the first documentary film to examine the lives of 
Maine gay men and women, locally produced with Portland 
locations and faces. It is essentially the story of people finding their 
way jn the face of adversity. 
Produced by: Bob Poirer: 207-828-4030, bpoirer@biddefford .. com 
Featured Sponsors 
The Holiday Inn by the Bay 
has supported the gay 
community with countless 
events, providing inexpensive 
yet premium function space 
year after year. We are 
grateful for their many years 
of very generous support 
and encourage everyone 
to recommend the Hotel. 
Sentinel Security is the 
most trusted Security service 
in Portland (and those are 
Portland Police Chief Michael 
Chitwood's recommendation) . 
Bill York and his crew are 
providing us the most skilled 
and professional safety and 
security that we could hope for. 
~ 
~~~~N\!' 
HOTEl AND CONVENTION CENTffi 
The added benefit is to have a security service for a Pride event 
which is "gay positive" and with which we find very easy to work 
Don't forget to thank them for their service and (oh yes) please 
obey all Pride staff directives. 
official media sponsor 
~-tmOO~S, 
In Newsweekly is the official Pride media sponsor. They've been 
very generous in assisting in the advertising of our primary fund-
raiser, the annual Pride Pier Dance. In Newsweekly is the absolute 
best New England wide source to reach the gay and lesbian 
community of events and resources. Thank you. 
The Status of Civil Rights 
Same Gender Marriage in Maine 
with Evan Wo/f1on 
Co counsel for the Hawaiian Marriage Case 
& Senior Staff Attorney for Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund 
Followed by Panel Discussion with Audience~ 
achaission is f:ree 
Monday, June 16~ 6:30 pm 
Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM 
Wednesday, June 18 
Community Recognition Dinner 
hosted by Comic: Julie Dano .. .. . . . . . . . . . tix: $25 
r ~: ,, ·11·:·· } m ~11. 'Rll ' ' .: . ~!lil!U~IH~' ~.i!irlf' ,', il'mH'' · ill ·''il 
Italian Heritage Center. Westland Rd, Portland 
(off Congress S~. just behind Westgate S~opping Ctr.) 
Cocktail hour: 6-7 pm (with entertainment) 
Dinner: 7 pm till it's over (limited seating) 
Reservations or Prior ticket purchase required 
Call 207-879-7323 for reservations by June 15 
Recognition Dinner Coordinated by Michael Rossetti 
It's time to formally thank some of the best known heroes 
and heroines of our community. Pride has chosen several recipients 
of our first Annual Community Recognition Awards, a casual after 
dinner fest with a very entertaining Mistress of Ceremonies: 
The Maine Lesbian and Gay Political Alliance and Alumnae 
The Maine Gay Men's Chorus 
The Biased Crimes Task Force .. 
The Holiday Inn by the Bay 
Drop Me A Line. 
Brain Kendall of the Names Project 
Larry Bliss of the Spring for Life Aids Auction 
Cathy Kiddman of Outright G/UBff & Questioning Youth 
JULIE DANO, Comic & Dinner MC 
Julie Dano: Since winning "Portland's Funniest Professional" 
Contest in 1995 Julie has been a regular at the Comedy 
Connection in Portland, Boston, and Providence. She hosts her 
own comedy showcase at the Portland Marriott. Julie can currently 
be seen working. with the improv group "The Id". 
I · l . 
cQNDQM I . - T()p Quality "r<mlJ';" -I . . . J sense. 11C. We/1-lnformecJ Staff 
Pride Tickets and Stuff 
207-878-9277 or 207-879-7323 or 207-878-0546 
Drop Me A Line 657 Congress, Portland 
Condom Sense, 424 Fore Street, Portland's Old Port 
Drop Anchor, 24 Main Street, Ogunquit 
Or any Portland Gay/lesbian Bar 
Dance tickets limited availabitity through Boston Pride 
ASE, Solstice Tickets also at Agape, 657 Congress 
T-shirts" 
with multicolor rainbow and Pride '97 logo (white) 
specify size:· M, L, XL, XXL all $12 (mailed) 
Buttons, Hats, Refrigerator magnets, Lights can be 
purchased at all Pride events, at any time. 
Mail all checks to Merchandise, C/0 Pride 
POBox 11502, Portland, Maine 04104 
Thursda , June 19 
PRIDELiGHTS Concert, Tree Lighting 
hosted by Diva: Ashley Nasson . _ 
' "" " i!lff I~ ffl ' llil . I I ,~ !!ffil !! ij ffiU. !tjjl ,mi . Ji.ll!lm, ~ 
Congress Square, 8 pm to 9;20 pm 
free 
l II . . ~· ~Ill 
Broadcast LIVE on WMPG, Tree lighting at 9 pm 
Produced by Dennis Ferrante and Michael Rossetti 
Rain location: lmmanual Baptist, 156 High Street 
PRIDELiGHTS lights available at: 879-7323, $6/set (SO per set) 
PRIDELiGHT Performers, In order of appearance: 
MC: Ashley Nasson, Portland's Grandest Voice 
Chris Newcomb has performed with Portland Players, Mad Horse 
Theater, Oak Street Theater, and other companies. As a teacher 
of the Gifted and Talented in Falmouth Scho()IS his gentle and 
personal tunes speak to the heart in everyone. 
SARAH NADEAU, Miss Maine 1996 
Miss Maine's last official appearances will be to grace our stage 
with Bizet. Sarah studied at New England Conservatory of Music 
and has been active during her reign in promoting AIDS education . . 
r PRID~ WISHES TO THANK MAINE ARTs FOR THEIR HELP 1 i AND ASSISTANCE WITH PRIDELiGHTS f 
··-······································································-········-···························-························································-! 
~21. 
Magnusson Balfour 
Dawn H. Baumer [B 
Sales Agent '""0 ' · 
Location, Location, Location! 
Leasing & Sales: 
Commercial & Business Brokerage-
95 India Street Commercial 
Office 
Retail 
Warehouse 
. Portland, Maine 04101 
Business (207) n4-n1s 
Fax(207)879-9102 
Voice Mail (207) 759-0861 
. Pager (800) 639-7707 Pin #1 118 
Each Office Is lnde;»ndently Owned Ar. 1 Operated til' 
Free fall 
! In their second Pride appearance - ! 
j Freefall, an eclectic a cappella group of 5 voices, j 
: hypnotizes Old Port Festival crowds annually with their wide : 
)choice of material. Always upbeat, always lively. Lots of 
! swing, earnest gospel, and wacky sixties/seventies songs. ! 
! Too __ much..fun .... Gotta .. see . it! ...................... ... .. .. ..... ......... .. ..................... .................. .. ...... ! 
CASCO BAY TUMMLERS, Klezmer 
A tummlet _is a creator of Joyful Chaos in yiddish tradition , 
and klesmer is often called "Jewish Jazz" for its improvisational and 
free flowing qualities. Klezmer music originated in Poland, Russia 
and Romania. In Portland, you'll have to hold on to your seat to 
keep.from dancing. 
~~~ 
EQUALITY THROUGH YISllll lTY 
PARKSIDE 
WOMEN'S COUNSELING 
~ 
~ 
• Is ,,, 
• PROUD ~ 
to be part of 
Southern Maine Pride's '97 
"Equality Through Visibility" 
CELEBRATIONS 
%= c ~ ~ 
Vivian Wadas, L.C.P.C. • 
Lesbian Feminist Practioner 
236 Park Ave. Portland, ME. 
(207)77 4-2403 
~ 
y 
PAMELA KNOWLES LAWRASON 
Attorney at Law 
Serving the Legal Needs of the Gay 
and Lesbian Community 
6 Oak Ridge Road 
Cumberland Center, Maine 04021-9323 
Tel (207)829-3379 
Fax (207)829-4424 
E-mail: pklaw@ime.net 
100 Acres • Pool 
Hot Tub• Trails 
20 Charming Rooms 
Peace & Privacy 
: We 
'Hi blan~ G/nn 
P.O. Box 118 
Bethlehem, NH 03574 
(603) 869-3978 
A LESBIAN PARADISE · 
PORTLAND PRIDE'S 
. 
PIER DANCE 
FRIDAY, JUNE 20, 8 pm to 1 am 
#he 
LADY 
CH;ABLJS 
Friday, June 20 
Pride '97 Pier Dance 
". i,; ;;,.iii .• 
At Maine State Pier, Franklin St Arterial & Commercial St. 
With video and light show, Cash Bar, Soda Bar 
Bar entry is by 21 + ID only, Dance is all ages 
Pride's Pier Dance is a Kris Clark Production 
DJ's" Lisa Vicarro, Joey Bermudez, Garry Conzo (Campus) 
With MC the Lady Chablis, Grand Empress of Savannah, Georgia. 
Lady Chablis is the feature character in a movie going into 
production, directed by Clint Eastwood and based on the book 
"Midnite in the Garden of Good and Evil". Come see the legend ! 
This year we are providing greater lighting, more "dancer" 
friendly space and a great blend of music styles. 
Rain location and dance info: 207-773-69?9 or 207-878-9277 
Saturday, June 21 
Interfaith Service 
'• .,., Riil Jlt I II\ 
First Parish Unitarian/Universalist, 425 Congress St. 
9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. 
AURORA 
PROV·ISIONS 
di 
BostOIONewYork 
AIDSRide€) 
~· 
8 1 • I > I 1 I " Cl 
Maine's grandest Civil Rights Victory Party 
with our hostest the Grand Empress of 
Savannah, Georgia, hers.elf, 
the LADY CHABLIS 
DJ's: Gary Conzo (Liquid at Manray/Campus) 
Lisa Vacaro, and Joey Bermudez 
Admission: $10, All Ages, cash bar (21+ ID) 
$7 in Advance (see Where to find tickets) 
On the Waterfront, Commercial and Franklin St.s 
Take Me. Pike to exit 6A, then 295 to exit 7 
Drop off/Pick up and Parking are not permitted at the Pier entrance 
Rain location to be announced 
24 hour Info Line: 207-773-6979 
Saturday, June 21 
Keynoters: 
I Candice Gingrinch: 
When America discovered that the sister of House 
Speaker Newt Gingrinch was a lesbian, Candice instantly found 
herself as voice for gay and lesbian people everywhere. We 
were fortunate for her to accept the notoriety with humor, grace 
and a commitment to use that opportunity for change. Candice 
has come into her own as a voice for equal and fair treatment of 
gays and lesbians, and provides an effective counter-view to 
right wing generalities about Family Values. 
This is Candice's 2nd visit to Maine. She has become 
one of the most asked for speakers at Pride events. We're 
honored to have her with us, courtesy of the Human Rights 
Campaign Fund, for a very special Pride Day Rally. 
(For interview availability information please call Michael at 
207-879-7323 or smepride wi.net b Thurs, June 19) 
Maine's L/G/B/T Parents 
In appreciation and respect for those who have become 
parents and are gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgender, we have 
granted them Grand Marshal ~tatus for 1997. In their address to 
the rally, we hope to have dozens of parents and children fill 
the steps of City Hall. As Grand Marshall's they shall officially 
open Pride Day and lead our 11th annual Parade. 
• 
. 
. 
I.. 
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EQUALITY THROUGH YISIIILITY 
. · Choose from a ·selection of specialty foods 
fresh produce, cut flowers. Imported cheese 
fine wines and chef prepared meals for 
dining at.home. AMARYLLIS DIVORCE AND FAMILY fJIEDIATION CENTER 
HIL!ARY R. 00RSK, J.0. 
64 Pine Street Portland, ME 
Tel 207.871 .0201 
MARKET, CAFE & CATERING 
Cheryl Lewis & Norine Kotts 
proprietors 
41 Exchange St., Ponlarid ME 04101 
Open 1~ M-W • 10-9 Thurs-Sat.• Sun 12-6 
207~772-4439 
DEBORAH M: HAu, 'J .0. 
2 2 5 ( OMMERCII\I. STREET. SUITE 302 
PORTLAND. ME 04 IO I 
1-207-774-,7 084 
--:.-
Saturday, June 21 
1997 Pride Parade 
. '" ·111 
Parade line up: 11 :30 am (soda bar open) 
All groups must check-in at the Security Desk 
(right wing of Plaza) by 11 a.m. 
All vehicles must have prior approval & Motor Reg. 
Registration after June 10, add $5 (878-0546) ' 
(motorcycles are not required to register) 
1997 Grand Marshals: _, 
Lesbian and Gay Parents of Maine 
Candice Gingrich, HRCF . 
aod featuring the Freedom Trail Band of Boston 
The Band is looking for more people to assist in many Pride events. 
Now's the time to get your music out of the closet, too. Call the 
Band at 617-926-9730 or Ema.ii at muffit@meol.mass.edu. 
r ·r"t,e .. Para",ie··=················--··············-- ···--··· · · · : 
! Route is as follows: Congress Street from City Hall to I 
\ Congress Sq.. High Street from Congress Square to Park Avenue. j 
! Left on to Park Avenue and continue to State Street. Right onto ! 
! State Street and into Deering Oaks Park by the Barking Squirrel j 
j Restaurant at the end of the duck pond. 
. All organizations which wish to march with banner or vehicle 
\ absolutely must register (the fee · is $30 without float, $35 after June 
: 10). Please call 207-878-0546 or 207-879-7323 if you need any 
j special considerations. [Pride does not censor it's parade, but we , 
! do ask that all be considerate of other marchers and obey the law] : 
: ....... . . . ... . ... ...... . ........... . ... . ........ . ........ . ......... . .......... . ...... ... . ........ . . ....... . ............. . . . ....................................... . . .. . 1 
Saturday, June 21 
PRIDE '97 FESTIVAL STAGE 
1 to 4 pm, Deering Oaks Park Bandstand 
and on exhibit in the Park "Love Makes A Family" 
(the lesbian/gay parent ptroto exhibit)· 
· and the Maine Names Project Quilt 
over 40 vendors, organizations and affordable food/drink 
with Patches, the clown and the AIDS Ride Kissing Booth 
Deering Oaks: Exit 6a, just off 295 and Forest Avenue. 
For late vendor registration call 207-879-7323 
Produced by Michael Rossetti 
Hosted by 
Comedienne Erica McCarthy 
Erica has most recently worked the Woo Woo Fest in Portsmouth, 
NH for AIDS_ Response. She's stage managed as well as having 
supplied the laughs. (We'll see how well that mixes). Erica works 
in weight loss assistance in her real life, (where she gets material?) 
Pride Cochair: Michael Rossetti 
Silly Michael, we said we needed a "straight man" for Erica on stage 
and he thinks we said "Straight Acting." 
Terry Irons, Cultural Ambassador, International 
Association of Lesbian and Gay Pride Coordinators. 
Terry is on loan from Atlanta. She has been instrumental in getting 
much of today's talents, Thanks, Terry! 
PERFORMANCES BY: 
Maine Gay Men's Chorus 
MGMC shall open the festival stage, then it's off to selling tickets for 
their concert at the Merrill Auditorium at City Hall. (Check their Ad) 
Erica Gilbert and Kathy Poole 
Local ladies who have graced many a stage in the Portland area 
and women's music festivals. With guitar, congas and voice they 
range from blues to jazzy rock. 
Miss Maine 1996 Sarah Nadeau 
Sarah performers also at the PRIDELights concert on 
Thursday, June 19 in Congress Square. We want to thank her for 
her year as Miss Maine and work in educating about "AIDS in the 
90's" Miss Maine 1996 will be treating us to something most Pride 
concerts lack: Opera! 
Lynn Deeves (appearing with Band) 
Lynn Deeves latest CD "Connecting the Dots" is powerful testimony 
to her artistry. She gives a versatile blend of original music in 
unpretentious and personal style with a bit of rock and lots of soul. 
She perfected her craft by performing throughout New England's 
club circuit, with "Skyhigh" and "Person 2 Person". (" .... Intense 
Emotion." Maine Public Radio) 
The Crowned Queens of Maine: 
A pageant of the creme de la creme of Maine's Drag 
Community. From Miss Gay Maine to Miss Vacationland, for years 
these fabulous divas and their predecessors have produced more 
fund-raisers for more great causes than any organization in the 
State. Let's give them a hand. 
Michelle Malone 
Michelle Malone has been on opening act for the Indigo 
Girls and is on her fifth CD: Beneath the Devil Moon. Volatile, edgy, 
riveting are the words people use to describe her blues rock with a 
bit of alt-rock kick. Her songs range from out and out shocking to 
"singing like a swan." "One of the most distinctive new artists to 
emerge in the '90's" Guitar Shop Magazine. 
THE. HE.RITA6£ OF 06UNQUIT 
''Beautiful-Pfaa-,.iy-t.ie-Sea" 
0 5 MIN WALK TO BEACH 
O HOT Tua, HUGE CEDAR DECK 
O NON-SMOKING, HYPOALLERGENIC 
o PRIVATE a SHARED BATHS 
O LEsBIAN OWNED 8c OPERATED 
(201) 841· 1'187 . 
• 
ForCr.ciitCatd ordera.. c.-11 o, lall lom,1oll15J 591-24580, Nnd •mail IO 
fYFP8.ol.c:om wmi 8ddrfll Ind Cftidit en information. Or ordw direc:tty II 
the di wee ue: MtpJlwww.fllh.cornlmuaicl~-,-.. °' lnlil-mai& 
fQfm with ehck/money Older o, Cid cMI inlromation to: 
·---P.O. loa 1514:15, -· TN 37215 
- .. = (1151511-2451 
PIOM0110NI £..f'nllitJYfNllol.com 
"Seed in the Sahara" is the new, and fifth, CD release of 
Sonia Rutstein, Disappear Fear. Sonia's resume of performances 
overflows pages. So, we're especially fortunate to have snagged 
Sonia and her guitarist as the featured performer for Portland's 
Festival stage. Sonia's lyrics gives uncompromising critiques 
reminiscent of the sixties writers such as Phil Ochs and Joni 
Mitchel, but with the brass of the 90's. We are absolutely sure you'll 
remember this Pride stage. Hot!!! 
Sunday, June 22 
PRIDE'S FAMILY FORUM 
i' •· . ., ' - · .. •111n~· i l"jjlm .. . . '"'" .. ... , .. · """"' .. , ~r.l"' ·1· IB!IIIII 
. ... ffll!!!!!m .. ~mm i ., .. 1 • . . ... . 
A discussion of parenting with gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
transgender and non-gay parents and their children, with 
·Love Makes a Family- photo exhibit and Ice Cream social 
(bring your own toppings) 
YWCA, 87 Spring St (across from Holiday Inn) 
3 p.m to 6 p.m, bring the ENTIRE family 
Info: Barry 207-286-3718 or PRIDE: 878-9277 
Sunda , June 22 
PRIDE'S SUNSET CRUISE 
. . 
·:ii;,: ·,·, • •· ~ · • ·~ -~~ijt ·· -~~-g~~ij-- ·,·····• · ·· ··· ·,~,ili··r·· -~ij$<~~ "·~-., ·,:~ · · t~ · · · 
,. 
Departs at 7 pm sharp (board 6:30 to 6:50 pm) 
from Casco Bay Ferry Terminal, Parking may not be avail. 
(1-295 to Exit 7, Franklin Arterial to Waterfront/Commercial St.) 
This is a two hour just right cruise along Portland's waterfront 
and islands with music from a variety of local aspiring 
performers, open mic, and games. There's a light buffet and a 
cash bar, along with a chem free area on deck. Raffle of Pride 
shirts, caps, and area events tickets just before docking. 
THIS IS A 21 & OVER EVENT ONLY, Bay Lines rules do not 
permit under age drinking during charter cruises with a bar. 
SHIRTS & SHADES 
24 Main Street Oqunquit. Me. 03907-1991 
(207) 646-1615 
SUNGLASSES: 
Serengeti. Vuarnet. Balle . RayBan 
Oakley , Costa del Mar 
Correra . Porsche . 
WATCHES: 
Free Style . Timex Limited, etc .. 
Liberty Graphic T's, 
Hats, etc .. . 
ASE, Summer Solstice Concert 
SATURDAY, JUNE 21, 8 PM 
USM Campus Ctr, Bedford St. 
Tx: $10 in adv. $12 door ($8 with Student ID) 
also available at all Pride Tables & Agape, 657 Congress St. 
Rhythmic Flair from the African Diaspora. A 
colorful, dynamic synthesis of African & Western 
traditions celebrating life, love & liberation. 
Saturday, July 12 & Sunday, July 13 
BANGOR PRIDE 
JULY 12, SATURDAY 
10:30: Parade Line up: fleet Bank on Exchange Street, 
11 :00 Bangor Pride Parade (11 am sharp) 
12:00pm - 3:00pm: Festival at Paul Bunyan Park 
Featuring: Singer Lynn Deeves 
·. (Vendors welcome, see contact info) 
5:00pm: Potluck Dinner at the UU Church in Bangor 
8:00pm: Chem-Free Dance at the UU Church in Bangor 
JULY 13, SUNDAY 
9:00am: Gay Rights Service at the UU Church 
10:00am: Charlie Howard Memorial March: Begins at UU Church 
Bangor Contact Information: 
Jim Martin, PO Box 1568, Bangor, Maine 04402 
Phone: 207-942-7681 
. . . .in the heart of Portland 
Continental Breakfast Free airport pick-up 
• • 
Free Cable/HBO Convenient intown location 
Free local calls Extended stays available 
Free bicycle storage Free Parking 
Children under 12 free Non-smoking rooms avail. 
An easy walk to everything that Portland has to offer 
Minutes to historic Old Port and the Arts District 
1w at St. 
939 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 04102 
(800) 636-9127 
all major credit cards accepted 
THE INN AT ST. JOHN IS THE OFFICIAL LODGING FOR 
SOME OF PRIDE FESTIVAL PERFORMERS 
O c k S t r ,, c t T h e a I r e P r c I e n I I 
'HIGHLY ARTICULATE, FUNNY, INTIMATE, SEXY AND 
VERY FRIGHTENING!' 
ThomDibdenTHE STAGE (LONDON) 
'SLOAN WICKEDLY SKEWERS STEROTYPES.' 
Evelyn McDonnelTHE VILLAGE VOICE 
'OFTHE MANY PERFORMERS WHO LOOK TO THE 
POUTICAL ARENA FOR'MATERIAL, SLOAN STANDS 
ABOVE THE REST.' 
NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO 
FREE ADMISSION TO PRIDE'S PIER DANCE , FRIDAY, 
JUNE 20, WITH YOUR PERFORMANCE PROGRAM. 
"Love Makes A Family: Living in Lesbian and Gay Families," a 
national photo exhibit of Lesbian and gay families, will be touring 
Maine under the coordination and funding efforts of Southern 
Maine Pride. The exhibit consists of 20 framed photos along with 
some 40 panels of text from the children and parents. 
The widest possible audience and venues are being sought. 
Through fundraising and booking the exhibit to travel the entire 
State, Pride will be working to make the exhibit affordable for 
anyone choosing to exhibit it. Donations to support the exhibit can 
be made at each exhibit or can be sent directly to Pride: Southern 
Maine Pride, POBox 11502, Portland, Maine 04103. 
For interest in displaying the exhibit in your area or 
presenting an accompanying panel discussion ("Family Forum") 
contact our Exhibit Coordinator Barry Horn: 207-286-3718 or Email 
him at mkoerber@biddeford.com. 
Tentative Schedule of Appearances (get yourself on the list) 
June: Offices of Union Mutual June 20 & 21: Portland Pride 
July 12 & 13 Bangor Pride July: CPR Anniversary Party 
July: Munjoy Portland Health Aug .. : Bar Harbor 
September: Uof New Eng. September: Augusta 
October: Belfast area October: UMF Museum 
unity pride Reporter· 
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EQUALITY THROUGH YISIIILITY 
6;; CON6Rf:S5: 1'0RTl.AND: 828-40,; 
• aine 
We're More Than a 
Gay Catholic Mass 
every Sunday @ 6pm 
St. Luke's Cathedral 
State Street, Portland 
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New Hantpshire Civil Rights 
Bill Passes Legislature 
Seacoast Repertory Youth Theatre 
State Will Become Tenth to Ban 
Discrimination Against Gays 
Washington, DC May 6, 1997 The 
New Hampshire Senate approved a civil 
rights measure to ban discrimination on 
the basis of sexual orientation. The bill 
passed the House on May l, and Governor 
Jeanne Shaheen (D) pledged to sign the 
bill. When it becomes law, New Hamp-
shire will become the tenth state to ban 
discrimination on the basis of sexual 
orientation. The last state to do so, Rhode 
Island, signed their measure into law on 
May 20, 1995. The other eight states are 
Wisconsin (1982); Massachusetts (1989); 
Connecticut and Hawaii (1991); Califor-
nia, New Jersey, and Vermont (1992); 
Minnesota (1993). 
The following statement is attribut-
able to Kerry Lobel, Executive Director of 
the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force 
(NGLTF): 
New Hampshire 
Support Groups 
ldenity Support Tuesdays, gay/ 
bisexual/questioning men, 7-9pm, 
1087 Elm Street, room 506, 
Manchester, NH FMI call Randy at 
603-623-0710 
HIV Related Support Thurs-
days ( except last Thursdays of 
month, then Wednesday) HIV+ 
Support Group, 6-8pm, 1087 Elm 
Street, Room 506, Manchester, NH 
FMI call Teny 603-623-0710 
Peter and the Wolf 
PORfSMOUTII - The Seacoast 
Repertory Youth Theatre is proud to 
, . . present Portsmouth School of Ballet's 
Tue National Gay and Lesb~an Task production of Peter and the Wolf, playing 
Force commends the New Hampshire every Saturday and Sunday at 1:00 PM 
legislature for recognizing that discrimina- from June 7th through June 29th. 
tion is wrong. Today's vote sends a signal This classic ballet by Sccgei 
that New Hampshire values and respects Prokofiev has long been a favorite amon~ 
all its citizens. We applaud Governor theatre:,goers of all ages. Now, your fanuly 
Shaheen for hcc commitment to fairness can enJoy the adventures of Peter as he 
and pledge to sign the bill. w~nders through ~e woo~, greeting forest 
· · d · · · tha animals and dodging the infamous wolf. 
It is en~ouraging an •~pmng t The performance of Peter and the Wolf 
N~w Hamp~hire ~ passed ~s measure of will be preceded by an educational 
fairness while lesbian,. gay, bisexual, and presentation about the ballet and the 
transgendered people in other states are instruments in the orchestra. Still needed 
being attacked by divisive legislation in for this presentation are children who play 
record numbers. The success of local percussion, clarinet, oboe, french horn, 
activists in New Hampshire points to the violin, flute and bassoon. Children 
importance of coming out and organizing interested in participating should call 
on the state and local level." Dana at (603)433-47~3 . 
For more information about the bill, All performers in Peter and the Wolf 
B f th N H h . are members of the company of the contact Mo axley o e ew amps ire p rts th Sch 1 f B llet Th od 
C al. · End D' · · · 6031 o mou oo o a . e pr uc-0 1tion to . . is~nmination at tion is directed by Kristen Sampson. 
224-1686, or VlSlt their web page at http:// For tickets and more information, 
www.members.aol.com/caglr. please call the SRf box office at (603)433-
4472 or (800)639-7650. 
Vermont 
The Who's Tommy Rocks Seacoast 
Repertory Theatre! 
Portsmouth - Experience the greatest 
rock musical of all time when~ 
heats up the stage from May 31st through 
July 20th at Seacoast Repertory Theatre! 
· SEE ME! A Grammy and Tony 
award-winning contemporary masterpiece, 
~ is one of the exciting new Broad-
way revivals of the 90's' ! Originally a 
landmark, multi-million copy selling 
concept album by The Who, Iommy was 
adapted for the stage by singer songwritcc 
Pete Townsend and Tony Award-winning 
director, Des McAnuff. It chronicles the 
adventures of Tommy Walkcc, who 
withdraws from the world following a 
traumatic experience in early childhood. 
While ip his catatonic state, Tommy 
demonstrates an extraordinary ability to 
play pinball, expressing himself only 
through the movements of the game. 
Eventually Tommy ro-emccges from his 
innerworld, achieves stardom as The 
Pinball Wizard, and is turned into an 
unwilling hero who must live up to the 
demands of his followers. It is then that 
Tommy faces his greatest challenge -
finding himself. 
FEEL ME! Seacoast Repertory 
Theatre's production of~ is red hot! 
The production is directed by Dan Stewart, 
a man who is no stranger to the work. 
Stewart recently choreographed the North 
and South American touring companies of 
Imnmy, as well as serving as director and/ 
or choreographer for the national touring 
productions of Sweet Charity, The Pirates 
of Penzance, Gyys and Dolls, fumin. 
Romance Romance and Lend Me A Tenor. 
His work has been seen in over fifty 
productions at many of the nation's 
outstanding regional theatres including 
Goodspeed Opera, Repertory Theatre of St. 
Louis, Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park, 
Cleveland's Great Lakes Theatre Festival 
and Paper Mill Playhouse. Stewart 
currently serves as Associate Artistic 
Director for Artpark in Niagara Falls, NY. 
TOUCH ME! 'This production is 
going to be special." says Dan Stewart. 
"When I came up here, I really fell in love 
with the space (of Seacoast Repertory 
Theatre). It's off-Broadway, non-tradi-
tional, it's eclectic, it's eccentric! I realized 
that this is a whole diffccent Imnmy. It's 
going to be much more story-driven. 
FEEL ME! Don't miss the "new 
vibration"! The Who's ~ plays at 
Seacoast Repertory Theatre every Thurs-
day, Friday and Saturday at 8:00pm and 
Sundays at 3:00pm. 4:00pm Saturday 
matinees are also available on select dates. 
For more information, please call the 
Seacoast Repertory Theatre box office at 
(603)433-4472 or (800)639-7650. 
The Seacoast Repertory Theatre is a 
non-profit performing arts organization 
di!dicated to serving the seacoast commu-
nity. Note: These resourses will 
become part of our resource section 
in the next issue of CPR 
Pride 
On May 3, Vermont Democratic 
Party Chair Steve Howard came out as 
a gay man. In covering the event, the 
May 4 Boston Globe article [and 
subsequent AP story] incorrectly stated 
that "in publicly discussing his homo-
sexuality, Howard becomes the third 
openly gay politician in Vermont." The 
other two politicians mentioned are 
State Auditor Ed Hanagan and former 
State Representative Ron Squires. In 
fact, other openly gay elected officials 
have proudly served their Vermont 
communities, including form.er State 
Representative Tom Fleury of 
Burlington (first elected in 1992) and 
current State Representative Bill 
Lippert of Hinesburg ( elected in 1994 ). June-5 
Steve Howard's number is 802-
STRA'IHAM - "Pride" is the 660-4900 (you can also track him down 
program theme for P-fLAG: Sea- through the Sgt-at-Arms at the State 
coast/Stratham's next monthly sup- House 802-828-2228. 
port meeting on Tuesday, June 3, from Ed Ranagan's (Vermont State 
· 7.to 9:30 p.m. ''For lesbian, gay ~d Auditor and the nation's highest ranking 
bisexual people, the concept of pnde openly gay elected official) numbers are 
is especially important: itsymboli7es W: 802-828-2281 H: 802-862-3203. 
the end of along journey toward Here's a quote I hope you can use: 
~ptance·" MaryaDanihel, public- "The fact that Vermont's voters judge 
1ty di.rector for P-fLAG. political candidates on their qualifica-
P-fLAG NH: Seacoast/Stratham tions rather than their sexual orientation 
is one of mo~.than 390 .chapters of should come as no surprise,: says · 
PareJ?,ts, Families and Fnends of . Kathleen DeBold, deputy Director of 
Lesbians and Gays: P-H.AG ~Vides the Gay and .Lesbian Victory Fund. 
support and educati.?~ f~r families, ''Vermonters share a long-standing 
and stan~ fo.r .full Civil nghts for tradition of tolerance and justice, and a 
sexual nun~rities. deep respect for human and individual 
Meetings are ~eld at the rights. Steve Howard's coming out and 
Stratham Commumty Churdl on the election and reelection of outstand-
Emery Lane off Route 101 ~ just ing openly gay officials like ("State 
south of the S~ traffic .arcle. Representative) Bill Lippert and (State 
Small group di.srusSio~ begin Auditor) Ed Flanagan is a tribute to the 
promptly at 7 p.m., with the- pro- state's fair-minded majority." 
gram beginning at 8 p.m. Meetings are 
open to anyone in need of support and 
. information, including G/lJBff 
pe.ople, and all participants are re-
quired to respect confidentiality. At 
the meeting, participants may check 
out materials from the P-fLAG 
library. 
For more information about P-
H.AG NH: Seaooast/Stratbam, call 
Nora at (603) n2-3893 or Betty at 
(603) 772-5196. Formoreinfonna-
tion about P-fLAG meetings in other 
New Hampshire locations, call (603) 
623-6023. 
Neil Shilansky 
Neil Shilansky, one of over 3000 
bike riders participating in BOSTON-NY 
AIDS RIDE 3, will be holding 2 concerts . 
at the Bell Center for Music and the Arts, · 
Dovcc NH, on Sunday, June 15. One 
concert at 11 AM, and a second concert at 
5 PM. The proceeds from the concert will 
directly benefit the Fenway Comnnmity 
Health Centq in Boston. For more 
infonnation, call (603) 742-BEIL 
6:30 pm Mountain Valley Men potluck dimer at Center of Hope in 
RedstQne NH.Program featuring Ellen's Coming Out Shows at 7 pm. FMI 
207-925-1034 or DFISPALP@AOL.com 
-
-
The Community 
Pride Reporter is 
printed ~n recycled 
paper using soy-
based inks. Tliis 
practice reflects our 
commitment to re-
sponsible use of our 
earth's resources. 
Using.recycled paper 
sometimes results 1n 
the pa:Rer having a 
toned clown or gray-
ish tinge. However, 
we fee1 this is a small 
price to _pay as Com-
munity Pricle Re-
porter does it's part 
to "color ME Green." 
RANT ''A Line Ite01 Veto on Gay Rights'' 
by David Cook 
Nearly thirty yeau ago the 
Stonewall Riots marked the start of 
what many consider a golden age of gay 
liberation. Since then, tens of thou-
sands of gay and lesbian men and 
women have come out, gay lobbying 
organizations have sprung up nationally 
and locally, and gay people have 
become a force to be reclconed with. 
Each summer marks a Gay Pride 
Parade in one or more cities, a reminder 
of gay presence and solidarity. As I 
write this, the Governor has just signed 
an historic gay rights bill, a measure 
aimed at providing civil rights pro~ 
tion to Mainers on the basis of sexual 
orientation. After twenty years of 
debate, this is a great reason to cel-
ebrate. 
But the Governor himself has 
warned that there are fights still ahead. 
There are plenty of bigots out there just 
waiting to test the bill in court. And the 
usual collection of know-nothings has 
vowed to fight the bill in their usual 
way- via the referendum process. 
Toe referendum - originally 
intended as a check on government 
excess - is now the government of 
choice for people who simply don't 
believe in representative democracy. 
Rather than using the election process 
to affect government policies, these 
people want to have direct control over 
policy making. Over-use of the referen-
dum for the last two decades has 
wreaked havoc across the US in the 
form of looney initiatives that never 
would have seen the light of day in a 
sanely-run legislature, but which are 
regular fare for the referendum crowd. 
From taxes to seat belt laws to civil 
rights, these referenda have resulted in 
bad public policy crafted by people with 
too little sense and too much time on 
their hands. 
Maine's coalition of anti-gay 
activists, personified by (but, unfortu-
nately not limited to) the redoubtable 
Carolyn Cosby, has been there every 
step of the way, always ready to use the 
mechanism of the referendum to block 
gay and lesbian civil rights progress. 
Any reader of this newspaper will be all 
too familiar with Ms. Cosby's resume 
of anti-gay campaigns, culminating 
recently in a successful fight to re-
define marriage in a way that excludes 
same-sex couples from enjoying its 
benefits. And it looks like Cosby's 
gang, Concerned Maine Families, 
possibly in some sort of unholy alliance 
with the Christian Coalition and 
Christian Civic League, will be mount-
ing a referendum campaign to fight the 
new gay rights law. Not surprising, but 
disappointing all the same, is this 
umelenting resistance to positive 
change. And the knowledge that the 
gay community will have to spend 
precious time, energy, and money 
fighting yet another attack on our civil 
rights. 
Like the frivolous lawsuit, the 
referendum has become a plague on 
American life. 'The current referendum 
mechanism in Maine requires the 
organizers of a referendum to collect a 
paltry 51, l 31 verifiable signatures of 
Maine voters. This number represents 
10% of the votes cast for governor in 
the last election and is updated by 
election. As a percentage of the state's 
population however, it is a minuscule 
5%. Worse yet, the signatures don't 
have to be collected statewide - they 
could all come from the same county 
and the pet!tion would still be accept-
able! 
Surely it shouldn't be this easy to 
nullify decisions made by the people 
you have elected to make them?! With 
the goal in mind of wresting the referen-
dum process away from those who use 
it as a form of personal recreation,_ I
have a couple of reforms to suggest. 
First, increase the number of signatures 
needed to put an issue on the ballot; it's 
currently just too easy. I don't think 
30% of registered voters is unreason-
able. Second, require collection of 
signatures statewide; the petition, like 
the ballot that will ultimately be held, 
needs to be broad-based. 'The number 
collected in each area could be deter-
mined by population percentages. Last, 
if the sponsors of the referendum lose, 
require them to pay the public expenses 
of administering the referendum; this is 
the least they can do, especially in the 
case of repeat offenders like Ms. Cosby 
for whom the referendum process has 
become a kind of line-item veto on gay 
rights. 
------------- ------------~ ---·-
Surviving with Sanity in Rural Areas 
I live and wodc on Mount Desert 
Island, an area abuzz with activity in 
July and August but definitely rural 10 
months a year. I love the seasons and 
the quiet. Most of the time, knowing 
everyone at the Post Office and the 
comer grocery store is comforting 
rather than claustrophobic. My friends 
in cities can't imagine a life far from 
bars, lesbian/gay centers, and easy 
access to our newspapers and books. I 
prefer my lifestyle to theirs, but it does 
require some creativity to still feel 
connected to a larger gay life. Here are 
some suggestions for those who feel 
isolated, by choice or by chance: 
Toe most important thing for us 
to do is to take care of ourselves. A 
piece of that is finding a like-minded 
support system. Volunteer at your local 
liberal worthy cause and you are likely 
to find gay folks or those who are 
friends with gay folks. (AIDS organiza-
tions, battered women's shelters, peace 
& justice centers, alternative newspa-
pers, etc.) Organize a potluck and tell 
everyone you know. "Out on MDf', 
now a wonderful monthly potluck/social 
event, began small with several folks 
who knew each other and wanted more 
friends and more of a support system. 
Get a PO box or find someone willing 
to be a phone contact person, and put it 
in the local newspaper. You never know 
who will show up! 
If you can, figure out how to get 
access to a computer, get e-mail, and 
subscribe to Maine Gaynet. This is 
done by sending a message to 
majordomo@abacus.oxy.edu andyour 
message should read: subscribe me-
gaynet. (Your message will have the 
return address of your own e-mail.) You 
will be plunged into several hundred 
peoples' worth of political updates, 
discussion of issues, and occasional 
story lines, such as the First Kiss series 
when lots of people sent in reminis-
cences around Valentine's Day. It's like 
getting a daily gay newspaper! Besides, 
members are from around the state and 
may well be a help when you start 
organizing your first potluck (see 
above). 
Toe next piece of advice I have is 
to maintain your vehicle, and be 
resigned to spending time and money on 
driving. A lot of meetings I go to are in 
Bangor, 1 112 hour away. I consider this 
a small commute - Northern Lambda 
Nord folks look at routinely driving 3, 
4, 5 hours to go to gatherings. 
Then, swallow your shyness and 
ask for places to crash. Bring a sleeping 
bag and stay on couches or floors. 
Bringingjuice and bagels to contribute 
for breakfast is a lot less money than a 
motel room, and you get to visit in a 
whole different way. You find out 
peoples' interests, work, pets, and you 
become friends with something besides 
organizing to talk about. 
Lastly, make it a priority to attend 
community events! This summer holds 
MANY fabulous offerings. If you 
volunteer to help with the event you will 
endear yourself to the exhausted 
organizing committee forever, plus 
YOU could be the first smiling face that 
gorgeous guy sees when he arrives! 
Symposium XXW will be June 13-15 in 
South Portland and will feature Kate 
Clinton, Bob Smith, Urvashi Vaid, 
varied wodcshops and lots of fun. 
(Contact Susan at 785-3664 or Deb at 
625-8499.) June 15-22 will be 
Portland's Pride WEEK, no longer one 
weekend only, with music, dancing, the 
Saturday Pride march, and many other 
offerings throughout the week ( contact 
Michael at 879-7323 or Laurie at 878-
0546 for more info). Northern Maine's 
Pride March will be July 13 in Bangor. 
Last but not least, Gay Times Bar 
Harbor will be held at College of the 
Atlantic, on the ocean, August 16-18 
(that's right, Saturday through Mon-
day). Featured guests include 
Romanovsky & Phillips, Del Martin & 
Phyllis Lyon, Sons and Lovers, and 
Diane Elze; with, of course, sea 
kayaking, volleyball, hikes, stargazing, 
a dance, incredible food and workshops. 
(Contact us at 207-244-4062, Gay 
Times Bar Harbor, P.O. Box 516, Mt. 
Desert, ME~ or lnt@acadia.net) 
All these events are full of opportunities 
for making friends, helping out, being 
proud and joyous in who we are, and 
being part of a larger community. 
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Southern Maine Pride 
Southern Maine Pride, Portland, 
Maine June 17 to June 22 contact: 
207-878-0546 or 879-7323 As Gov. 
King signed the Civil Rights Bill, we 
can honestly say that this will be 
Maine's biggest Civil Rights Victory 
Party! 
Tuesday, June 17 7 pm Extensions, 
a locally produced film on Portland's 
gay life $5 at Agape, 657 Congress 
St. 
Wednesday, June 18 6:30 to when-
ever Greater Portland Community 
Recognition Dinner, Italian Heritage 
Center, Westland Road, Portland 
Recognition Awards Recipients: 
Larry Bliss, Cathy Kiddman, Brian 
Kendall Gay Men's Chorus, 
MLGPA, Biased Crimes Task Force 
Drop Me A Line, Holiday Inn by the 
Bay Dinner Tickets: $25 
Thursday, June 19 PRIDELlGHTS 
Concert Congress Square, 8 pm to 
9:30 pm Broadcast LIVE on 
WMPG Hosted by Ashley Nasson 
Miss Maine 1996 Sarah Nadeau 
sings Bizet Chris Newcomb, the 
Acapeella group Freefall Casco Bay 
TuMMlers (not Tumblers), its a 
Klezmer Band Tree lighting 9: 15 pm 
Friday, June 20 Pride's Pier Dance 
(8 pm) Commercial and Franklin 
Streets Maine State Pier 3 DJ's and 
a live performance by Lady Chablis, 
star of "Midnite in the Garden of 
Good & Evil" $7 in Advance, $10 at 
the door 
PRIDE DAY JUNE, June 21 Inter-
faith Service, 9:30 a.m. First Parish, 
425 congress Local exhibit of "Love 
Makes A Family" Sponsors Brunch 
with Candice Gingrinch Rally City 
Hall Plaz.a 11 pm Keynoters: Candis 
Gingrinch UG/B/T Parents of So. 
Maine Parade starts Noon from City 
Hall 
~RIDEDAY1HEFESTIVAL 1 to 
4 pm, Scheduled in Deering Oaks: 
Maine Gay Men's Chorus; Gilbert 
and Poole, jazz; Lynn Deeves, rock/ 
blues Miss Maine 1996 Sarah 
Nadeau; Michelle Malone, punky/ 
rock/blues ASE, African's drum-
ming/song; Disappear Fear, rock 
Saturday, June 21 evening Solstice 
Concert with ASE $8 students with 
ID $10 in Advance, $12 at door 
USM Student Center, 8 pm 
Sunday, June 22 Sunset Cruise 7 
pm - 9 pm Aboard the Island Ro-
mance Leaves from Casco Bay 
Ferry Terminal Performer TBA Cas 
Bar/Buffet 
All tickets are available at Drop Me 
A Line (Portland) , Condom Sense 
(Portland), Blackstones or the 
Underground (Portland) or Drop 
Anchor (Ogunquit) 
EnviroDDlental Volunteer Opportunities 
· Ab~und J:brou~~ut The ~µtte 
=::.~~~~;;,~~ 
SERVE/Maine, the State Environ-
mental Resource Volunteer Effort for 
Maine, is looking for volunteers and 
interns - statewide SERVE/Maine 
matches volunteers and interns with 
projects provided .by public natural 
resource agencies 
Volunteer and internship Opportu-
riities available through SERVE/Maine 
include water quality monitoring, 
freelance reporting and photography in 
wilderness areas, office support and 
administrative assistance, data entry, 
back-country trail maintenance, back-
country ranger work, environmental 
education, ecology internships, biologi-
cal aides, and many many more. 
SERVE/Maine volunteers are 
retirees who want to contribute to 
worthwhile environmental efforts-
teachers volunteering during their 
sum1I1er vacation; employees of busi-
nesses which promote employee volun-
teers in their communities; college 
students looking for valuable experience 
as interns with Maine's natural re-
source agencies, sports clubs, environ-
mental organizations, and others who 
care about Maine's environment. 
My experience as a SERVFJ 
Maine volunteer provided me opportu-
nities to spend two summers accom-
plishing needed.work with the Maine 
Conservation Corps. It allowed me to 
explore new career options, and devel-
ope professionally and personally. The 
work I did while serving with the Corps 
led to a rewarding career opportunity, 
one that I am still involved in seven 
years later." David Gerkens, former 
SERVE/Maine volunteer. 
Heather Walsh, SERVE/Maine 
volunteer in Bradley, Maine states, "I 
am very excited at being able to vol 
teer with the Forest Service, I would 
like to work for them professionally 
some point in my career and I think 
this opportunity will work in my fav 
towards reaching that goal." 
SERVE/Maine offers over 100 
positions working in over 56 differen 
projects. To receive a list of oppo 
ties or more information about SER 
Maine, contact Lori Dillingham. 
SERVE/Maine Coordinator 124 Stat 
House Station, Augusta, ME 04333-
0124, telephone 207-287-3082, fax 
207-2873611. 
The Community 
Pride Reporter is 
published during the 
first two business 
days of the month. 
All submissions must 
be in by the 20th of 
the month for 
inclusion in the next 
month's issue. 
--
- -.:. 
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Communizy Pride Resources 
03302-0730. 
ML/GPA 
a state-wide, non-partisan organization 
fonned to educate the general public, politi-
cians, and media on L/G issues. Primary goals 
are to involve the UG community in Maine's 
political process, promote civil rights, develop 
and review legislation, endorse candidates, 
build a coalition, and oppose anti-gay legisla-
tion and referenda. Meetings are the 3rd 
Saturday of every month in Augusta. FMI call 
1-800-55-MLGPA. 
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians 
and Gays 
P-FLAG promotes the health and well-
~eing of gay, lesbian, bisexual and 
transgendered persons, their families and 
friends through support, education and 
advocacy. Come and celebrate our children a 
nd friends just the way they are! (See listings 
for Maine & New Hampshire under PHONE 
SUPPORT and SUPPORT GROUPS.) 
Northern Lambda Nord 
an educational, informational, social, and 
service organization serving lesbian, gay, 
bisexual and transgendered people in northern 
Maine and New Brunswick. Meetings are 2nd 
Sunday of every month at 1 pm (ME), 2 pm (N-
B), at the Gay-Lesbian Community Services 
Center, 398 S. Main St., Caribou. FMI write 
NLN, PO Box 990, Caribou, ME 04736-0990. 
The Phoneline is staffed every Monday, 
Wednsday, and Friday from 7 -9 pm. Call 207-
498-2088 or 1-800-468-2088 
lbe Madovich Society 
an educational and cultural organization 
of lesbians, bisexuals, gay men, and friends 
committed to sharing our history as well as 
providing person-affinning presentations and 
discussions in a supportive environment. 
Meetings on the second and fourth Thursday 
every month at 7:30 pm at the Holiday Inn By 
the Bay, 88 Spring St. Portland. Free parking 
and accessible to th~ mobility-impaired. Call 
207-761-4380. 
National AssociaUon of Social Workers, 
ME. 
Chapter, Sexual Minority Issues 
Committee welcomes nev.: social work 
members. Our purpose is to educate, provide 
resources, and lobby legislators on issues 
involving sexual minorities in Maine. FMI call 
NASW, 207-622-7592. 
Hate Crimes & BAiis Incidents: 
Have you or someone you know been a 
victim? Call the Civil Rights Section of the 
Maine Department of the Attorney General at 
626-8844. 
Citizens Alliante for Gay and Lesbian 
Rights: (CAGLR), 
New Hampshire's oldest progressive 
gay/lesbian civil rights organization, welcomes 
all those interested in these goals to weekly 
meetings, programs, socials and various other 
events. Newsletter. Call Info-line 603-224-
1686 or write to PO Box 730, Concord, NH 
lbe Rainbow Business & Professional 
Association 
A state-wide, non-profit organization 
established to create a gay, lesbian, bi and 
transgendered "chamber of commerce" for 
Maine. Meetings for networking or dinner 
with speaker events, held in the Greater 
Portland area, second Monday of the month. 
FMI write P.O. Box 6627, Scarborough, ME 
04070-6627, call 207-775-0015 or e-mail 
wildboys@mainelink.net. 
Maine Speakout froject for Equal Rights 
Trains and deploys volunteers state-wide to 
speak with citizen groups in their towns and 
regions about their lives and the lives of others 
who experience discrimination in Maine. For 
infonnation on activities in your cmmty: 207-
879-0480 or write: MSOP, 113 Congress St., 
#1, Portland 04101. You need not be a speaker 
to work with Speakout! 
Identity Support 
New 1.......- P-ffAG Mealnfll; 
C--4 Medi 3ni Smay fian 3-5 pn at 1st 
~Oudi, \\Wmgb> &Na1hMail 
Slrms. (Ule Wrmilgm St Clirlllce~ IMI call ro3472-
41J44. 
s...: Medi lstTUfllday fian 7-9pn at 
SlradBm Cmml'ity ChrdJ, Emely Lam, SlradBm (1st 
rigtt west d'Rte 101 ade~ IMI call 003-772-5196. 
~Medsfist.!m:lay, 7-9pn,Plynwb 
~ Cludi.lMI calltm-968-7254er003-
78M1!12 
MMleP-ffAG ~ 
Padlllld: Meets 2Dd Tuesday 7-9 ffd at 
\\bodbdi~Chrd!,102WxxitmkSt. 
IMI call 207-7(,6.5158 er 207-774-3441. 
~ IJmBwu-Balh Cbipla- d' 
I..abiam ul Gays (m.AG) llllldS m the lastlh.rsday 
otmnmhat7pnn theJO(JJlaaais fian the~ 
Mn-Oat lbpal, Bnnwr-idt.. Please use the hick oocr 
fian the hickpmig kt. IMI can 207-729-0519. 
~Meetslast&olayofthe 
nmh fian6:»8:l>pnFMI cail 207-7'f{JJfl89. 
W-'5C8*r 
Bellast-Weddy~ 9A MainSt, 2Ddfkxr 
(aboveJant&Cdn). G-cq,meeq ,:.,ery w~ 
6:15 pn. \\bnm's Spmdy Gatberng!I, Mmdays 7-9 
pn. lMI call 1D7-338-5'702 
NA: Jlllt for 1odily 
IJJeeCqP,, eve,y ~ 8: 15 pn, at St uh's 
Cathml, Stlle St, Pa1lml. Use Pak St mru:e n 
ml: Al,o Imay IDlllUI& 8:00pn, lmmnie1 Ba¢'lt 
CludJ, cana: Dmilg & High St, Use emm:e cif 
DmilgSt 
Outaad.Abad 
a bbian suppclt Di erh:ati:ml grrup, im::IS 
en lst&3ni'Wmesdaym:nbly, 7:00pn., llital 
MedJxlilt Cludi, 129 Milb- l'rle, Rminih. NH. 
IMI: roe 5691, fumJcuh. NH 03002, er call (i(B.430. 
5418. 
AmCbaUli 
A ManelesbmOay lew&!suppcltgrrup, 
im::ISmlllhly. lMI call 207~ 
~~a..m 
Umd Cludl ofClmn&eu, NHlHI 
~lll (¥flmi.AJfnnmg Stll8:nm &webmes 
all G<Xi's dnlim to v.mmip, Sluiays, 10 am 21 Rm 
St (near Gut St) Copism the Revs. Michaell..C. 
Hmdersm&JaneGdlkm Hlmmcn.FMI cail lnf,id at 
(ill.. 772-6221. 
~CaddJol 
The aganilJD.:n Ognty.Mme cifas mg,<ltive 
Massrs ftr 1/g.b't Calholics & Ila liimd&tlmilifs. 
Meets ,:.,ery .!m:lay at 6:00pn nSt. Was Calbechl, 
side dBpel. 143 &ale St, Pa1lmi. Cdfee & dessert aftn-
the lmgy. FMl callRamay a Jaoet 1D7~2JW a 
I...uie: 207-878-0546 er vrie: Dign,;y.Maiie, roe 8113, 
lu1an 04104. All np1ifS kept CIJ'UO'DiaJ. 
'lbe.Aa,olo SodEty 
an cureadl, mwakiog and social aganilJD.:n 
fa New England's 'lJlJ and li:stiall albeills, ~thiJkas, 
dlical 1unao&s u1 HeDtnes. me spam'civi1 rigb1s 
advocacy gnq> cifaq lree,;k;m-fra:n.Riigjmsiwn, 
tdigpll dopogl3mnilg ul fin! IMI call 207-m 
577£, er P.O. Bat 5301, lu1md, ME 04101. 
Oimminlly olHope 
A Omian cmgregali:n v.bm claims a pmuy 
mililby 'Nilh 'l}lY ul bbian poop1e ul ~!D be 
id.&Yeofallpmm;. ~ mSaudaysat 4.-ooffd 
at Immwd Ba¢'lt Chldl, 156 High St, Pa1lmi. FMI 
Wlie Cauuriy ofH~ roB 1671,Padmi, ME 
04l014. 
Qnbal Mlline Giiiy Men's &wort Gnup 
Wepuviie a safe plaa: to di'lcu;s is.us going min cu 
lives er just ID be 'Nilh people in a safe IOrabiiolic 
envinmem. 
FMI call'207-o21-1888 er 207-021-4254. 
Giiiy, Letiln, Biecml llillal!l!iion Gnup 
1st ul 3IdRidays eadl nmh, 7-9 pn. Hrst 
Univasamt ChrdJ, 345 Broodway, Roddam, M!. FMI 
call I.any Godfrey at 207-594-'N.rl. 
&wort Grcq,----PenolBl & ~ 
CountiEl!I 
Rr:mm v.bo have- 'Nilh mm. Mailbly 
~ to 1alk about issues ml cmams. Can 207-990-
~ ftrIIl!E mo &n:miog tines. 
Q-ScJad 
&gxn grcq, fa lesbian, 1jl.ys, bi's & 
traosgax1emi &Mig &.mklii ilitty, hLm at UM 
P.mniigtm. lMI call mi leave message at 1D7-778-73&'J. 
'lhmt&Jpport 
&gxn grcq, fa aamessas, ~ Ila 
families, liimk. Meas n seem: kx:alml topuviie 
S1WJ1:, eo.x:ati:n & social aaivitifs. ~ T~ 
Maine AIDs Alliance 
Maine AIDS Alliance: 39 Green Street, 
Augusta, ME 04330. Call 207-621-2924. Fax: 2CY7-
622-2662. 
AIDS CoallUon ofLewlltoDIAubum: P.O. 
Box 71J77, Lewiston, ME 04243. Call 207-786-4697. 
AIDS Lodging House: 142 High Street Suite 
609, Portland, ME 04101. Call 2CY7-773-7165. 
Camp Chryullll: PO Box 990, Belfast, Maine 
04915. Call 2CY7-3338-5089. 
Community AIDS Aw•rm-Program: PO 
Box 457, Rumf«d, ME 04276 Call 2CY7-364-8603. 
Community 'IMk Force OD AIDS EdueaUon: 
PO Box 941, Naples, ME 04055. 
Da11pr1D1 AIDS Support Senlclll: 32 
Winthrop St, Augusta, ME 04330. Call 2<17-626-3432. 
DownEMtAIDSNetwork: 114StateSt., 
Ellsworth, ME 04605. Call 207-667-3506. 
Eutern Maine AIDS Network: PO Box 2038, 
Bang«, ME 04401. Call 2ff7-990-3626. 
MerrymeetiDg AIDS Support Service: PO 
Box 57, Brunswick, ME 04011. Call 207-7254955. 
NamesProJect/MaiDe:P.O. Box 10248, 
Portland, ME 04104. Call 2ff7-774-2198. 
Oxford Hills Community AIDS Network: PO . 
Box 113,Paris, ME04Z71. Call 2ff7-743-7451. 
Peabody House: 14 Orchard St., Portland, ME 
04102. Call 2ff7-774-6281. 
People With AIDS Coalition of ME.: 696 
CongrenSnet, Portland, ME04101. Call 773-8500. 
PAWS/Pets Are Wonderful Support: 142 
High St., Room 330, Portland, ME 04101. Call 775-
PAWS.E-mailpaws@ime.net. Home page: http:// 
www.ime.net/PAWS/ 
The AIDS Project (TAP): PO Box 5305, 
PCK11and, ME 04101. Web page- www.neis.net/ 
~t. E-mail-ai.dsproj@neis.netCall2ff7-774-
68'T7. 
Waldo-Kiios AIDS CoallUon: P.O. Box 956, Belfast, 
ME 04915. Call 2ff7-338-14Z7. 
P.O. Bat 17622, Iu1lalll, 04112 er Jioie 1D7-94.5-3002. 
Gendlr 'DIA:: Nodb 
GaJder swrt-~ fernewsleaB; P.O. Bat 
211, Kmie, NH 03<81. 003-924-8828. 
'lhnla...lng 
Clie!me Co.nmigAs.K:ic., PO Bat 11~ 
Kmie, NH 03431. 003-357-5544. 
Mame Bmoll l'Mf*'s ~ 
Meets as a pit ofBisetual Disrussi:n & Slgllt 
G!wp (seelilliog ldJw~ Rr crunmg &a ohr bi 
siwn, vrie: P.O.Bat 10!18, Padmi, ME, 04104-
6818 
Bisexual Dl!lcmsion & Support Group 
Disrussi:nulsuppclt ~ ftr v.mim and 
nm. Meets 1" & J'd Wemesdays umhly, H}-9pn in 
roan 1, 
. Paysm &nilh Hui, Pmwh st., University r::i 
So.ME, Pa1lam. {¥f1 ID~ mi sludlDs of all 
age;. 
IMIFax:SHU.MFS@mrio::mmeew a ~ 
Can ~3757qrivale voire mail) 
Polyamol'GU!I Ufe &wort (PALS) 
lb yru loveID!E 1hanrneperscn? Youmay be 
poly.mmu. R>J:yanowsl.ife~(D\L5) ~ a 
disiuism'suppm ~ fer people illaestal n a1:11.tiaw 
znmmg <XDJDo,l, lovmg. IDJki-pnrr rdatomp,. 
Wbelber anu <r ~ ~ly imimate, call 'lJJl-
773-6132 FMI. 
Pnlomn of Gendlr 
(Reftmag ID be BarbM; Km er bolh). Meets wery 
Imay at 1: 15 pn at Davis Roctn, Mwuial Unm, UM 
atOtro 
Lesbian/Bisexual Support Group 
Meets every TllfSda)l 7-9 PM, at Wcmw's 
~ Cam 101 Rmald Hall at UM Qmo.FMI call 
1D7-581-1425. 
DGWl;NH 
Gay,J..eslian, lli!eirual & Tramgaxlemi SlJWit 
G!wp mee1s Slulays 7-Spn, QJam' Mt:g. lw;e, 
Ca:mallwe. Social times too. FMI call 003-743:.GAY2 
,:.,es. 
Lewil!lfowAduu 
A new ga)i lesbian, biic.w1l suppclt grcq, fer the 
Lewi'lll:n'Ai.hm area IIlllftS Mmdays at 7 pn at the 
llilarm.Ulivasamt Oudl m Spiog St, Aul:um. 
J3angar' Letim ~ Gi,q, 
Thi;usbim&g,at~ wekDnes any 
wanan v.bo seff'..idmtifies as a lesbm. They seek ID 
a1:11.le v.wian-<ll1y, ~ spire ID ctpkre 
ilsucs ul affinn tbemielves ml each ~ as lesbiam. 
Cmfxlmia&y, open-~ and respect ll'e req.iirecl. 
Meets 1st ml 3Id Wmeschys fian 6:30-8:00pn. 
Mlbd W.-11b Wemm's Heallb C8*r 
334 Harlow St, Banga: JMI: call JJ7-947-5337. 
S.N.A.P. 
Slrnvcrs Netwak of'Iha!e Arum by Ire;ts. 
M<Illhly ~ ~ ferillfJl & v.mimhealiig fian 
ssual abJse ~ clagy of llDY dflX:rnioarim Meets ii 
lu1an loc3toi en lhidmday of thellllllh. FMI call 
1D7-7748.J25. 
J>FX;LO (Do"'° Fllst Gay & Letim Org.) 
Meets 2Dd.Satlrday of the nmlb, 5:30 pn at the 
uu Cmdl, Parle Slreet.. Banga: 
Mame Gmda' ~ & &wort Senn! 
hi<JIDalQJ, remrals ul twcatin fer the -
ttlDgaldlr a:mnm:y, ~ JiUtlllli.ildl lDi the 
gtll23.l pi,~ Wire MeGRa5S; ro Bax 18% B.mgcr, 
ME 04402-1894 er call 1D7-94.5-3002. 
AIM.ne~ 
G!wp &JAl(It frI-all~ Tramvestites, 
Tramg91ers. T~ All o:hBM: ~ 'IJli, 
lesl:ian, bi, sttaigbt. Cmfdrotial ml desaeet, 13.mg<r 
meeting plare. Meets the 2Dd am 4ttJ Fmay of ea.di 
llllllh. Can JJ7-9'r/-16ll6 ftr time ml plare; <r FMI 
writeAMfP.O. Bax. 145Brewa;ME04412 
Gay~ l'lmns Gnup 
Rr chtfs, pare; ul tines write GU3 Pamirs 
Gtoop, P.O. Bat mn8, I\Itlaad, ME 04104. 
Mohn and Kim Gi,q, 
Social wens mi grcq, ~ fer ksbiam mi 1heir 
dJiktw. P.mpiisic; m indusm of ksbiam ii the :i:rocess 
ofbecxming i:regimt er adopling. Moos m<Illhly in the 
greater Patlaooarea. FMI write: P.O. Bax 2235, Sootti 
Pa1ml, ME 04116. 
Medical Support 
Planned Parenlhood m'Nor1hem New 
. Elwand 
Servingmenand w<m111,c&ingannual.exams, 
pegnancyleaing. tirthcootrdilto. &~lies(flllecoodcms!). 
testing and llealmtlltf<riniectiorsandSID's,JllelqJ8IR 
Blg)(l'tandmae. Ewiinghcos,llff<mlal:ie lllfflleS,and 
~catidllltialil}(Medicaidwelcane.lJ70F<allA.ve., · 
PCltland. fMI call 'l!l7~4-1095. 
FREE FAMILY THERAPY 
availableftrindiwkJals& fllnilis ( ci anytyp?) who 
•alliected by HIV <i&ease. FMl,caiactClmBehan,MW/ 
atCemrfaThmingandSpecialPlogmms. 'l!ll-m«iSB. 
· 1em Ll'e Center 
YomhOinic&p(IIIQl!dbyatycilu11andN>lic 
Health, Mooday-Pridlly {10:Q0. ll:30am)The hamelas health 
am'syoothclinicisapaiie wlllleyoucan11!1CeiYefJee health 
c.in ali:ierdyfflYinmlert. Localed mOiewuSt acza.,s 
frmlPmlandligh Sclxxi. Onidenlialheallh IEIMCeS with 
aa:iea1 toothermpportyoumay !*Cl Drop in betMlen lOto 
10:4Sam. 
Sexualy 'Ihmimitted Dilease Clinic 
PClflandSIDCliJic povidesfullrange ci services 
franll:ll.lening&lrealmenl,educatim&ronelingandHIV 
antibodytestingandcolDBling. LocaledinR0001303ctaty 
Hall. Anmymoo; HIV testingby~tm weekda),; 
fran 8 am to 5 pn. Call 'lfJl .g] 4-8784. F<r Oilier SID 
services: 207-87 4-8446. 
~with Caregiving 
Provides iq>patf<rtho&ecmngfaadisabled <r 
cmaicallyfeuoinallyill pl'G(n Qiq,Jlll'letsm 2nd and 4th 
FridaycithemmthatnoooatM=yHcsplal.BomdRoom. 
sixlh fkxr. FMicall 'l!ll-879-3477. 
Breast self'-aam classes 
TheBrea.tHeabhResoulleCemratMm:y Ha;ptalis 
c&zingfaie self-examcllmlsto teach wanenhow to pafam 
lmaself-aams, what to lookf<r, whatal~ ni.gltfeellike, 
and what to do ifyoufind&UDettingthatcnsn'tseemright. 
Classes• mthe3rdThnsday cithe monlh mthe5thfl<a 
FMI.ortoregisler,call2ff7~9-3791 
OUTRIGHT 
Bangor: Fridays 5:~ 7:30 pm, Uniterian 
Universalist Church, Park St., be.bind City Hall 
in Bangor. FMI call 207-990-3626. 
Oulrlgllt Too: Supportive, infrmative 
and social meetings for gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
and questioning youth age 22 and under. Safe 
place for questions, growth, and fun. Held 
twice monthl;y. FMI call207-990-3626, Shawn 
or5 Sbannetta 
Central Maine: Weekly confidential 
meetings for gay, lesbian, & questioning youth 
22 years and under. Call First Call at 795-6677 
or 1-8~339-4042 and ask about OUfRIGHf. 
Portland: Meets every Fri., 7:30-9:30 
pm, The People's Building, 155 Brackett St., 
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Youth Support 
2nd floor, Portland. Safe & supportive Monadnoclk: Meets every Thurs.,7-9 
discussions with and for gay, lesbian, bisexual pm at "The Place To Go", 46 Concord St. (Rt. 
& questioning young people. FMI call 774-- 202 N), Peterborough, 603/547-2545. 
TALK, or 774--HELP or write to P .0. Box N•hm : Meets every 2nd & 4tb 
5011, Portland, ME. 04101. Thursday at UU Oiurch comer of Canal & 
Waldo-Knox : Meets every other Sunday Lowell Sts. (near Dunkin Donuts). Call Steve 
in Camden for g/1/b or questioning youth 22 & or Gypsy at 603/672-0792. Email: 
under. Confidential, supportive, safe space for OutrightNH@AOL.com 
growth, discussion & fun. FMI Lisa at Waldo- Seacoast: Meets every Sun. 5-7 pm 
Knox AIDS Coalition 338-1427 or write P.O. (movie night), Tues. 6-8 pm (drop in), & Friday 
Box 956, Belfast, ME 04915. Collect calls from 7 to 9 pm (support group) at the UU 
okay. Oiurcb Annex (next to fire station), 206 Court 
Concord .: Meets every Thurs., 7-9 pm St., Portsmouth NH. FMI call 603/431-1013, 
at UU Qiurch, 274 Pleasant St., next to P.O. Box 842, Portsmouth NH 03801. 
concord Hospital & Orthopedics Clinic. 603/ 
664--9169. 
COLA GE 
A natiooal support group run by and for 
the children of gay, lesbian or bi.sexual parents. 
FMI call COL.AGE, 2300 Market St., #165, 
Dept. P, San Francisco, CA 94114. 
THE MAINE YOUTH 
PROTECTION COUNCD... 
Works to creat safer communities and schools 
for minority youth. If racism or homophobia 
affect you, help be part of the solution. Call 
207-775-4944 for information on the council 
and sub-committees. There is a place for 
people of all ages and backgrounds. 
HIV Related Support Meetings 
Portland: 
Mondays: Peope Living with HIV disealle and 
all friends, families, partners & caregivers, 6:30-8 :00 
PM 
Tueldays: People living with HIV diseue and 
all friends, families, lovers and caregivers, 10:30 am-
Noon. TAP, 142HighSll9etSuite632,Porland,ME 
04101. 
2nd & 4th Tueldays: Living Well focunng on 
quality cl life and empowerment 
· Wedndays: Drop-in clilcossi.on group fer 
malried/gay/luexual/ questioningmelL FMI call Geny 
at 2'17-774-6!77. . 
1lt Wed..tay: A\WS (Pell Are Wonderful 
Support). S:30 pm. Call 775..PAWS. Cbadel Wynott, 
PropamCoordinator. 
nlUlldays: ~pe living with HIV meets from 
5:30-7 pm. TAP, 142 High Sll9et Suite 632, Porland, 
ME 04101. 
2ad Tllanday:ClientAdvi.vory Board, open to 
allclienllofTheAIDSProject, 1:30pm. 
Tiie aboft Portlud Rpport1rou119 meet at 
TlleAIDSProJ!ld, 142 High SL,6thflocr.acept the 
Tuesday group, Living Well FMI on thatcall Sandy 
Titm at Stratogen Health Cale. C11U- O'lloalb at 
2ff7-774-6'K17 -aoo-e,1-2437 fer more infomia-
liOIL 
F-IIJ aadl'rtmdlAcceptiq~ 
Totedler (ffACI'), asuppt',rtgroup spomomd by 
Northern Mai1111 AIDS Netwnforfliend8, flllliliN & 
National C..tier for 1..-blan RJabll Youth Project: 
1-800-528-NCLR. 
Maa 2 Mu botllne-Plvriding HIV?AIDS infanna-
lion, andmffenll f«idenlity 111demolional support 
eervices. Staffed Mon-Fu: 8:30 ~ 4:30. Call 2'17-990-
2095 «in Maine 1-800429-1481. 
Gay A LablaaPlloaellae otM•e: Staffed Monday, 
Wednlday and Friday from 7 pa- 9 pm. Call 2'17-498-
2088 or(Maine) 800-468-2088. 
ec.tonAllluce on..lllaa aad Gay Yoalh (BA<LY): 
1-800-347-TIEN. 
NaUonalllodlaeforpy, llllbiaa, bilsual A 
trwsmdlryoadl. Spolll(Dd by the Indianapolis 
Youth Group. Staffed & tllined,peeryoudtcounelcn. 
Line, 1111 open Sunday~'Ibmlday7-10 pa.Pliday 
and Sllm'day7 pm to midnight. Confidential and 
anonymo111. Call 1-800-347-nm.N 
IDV-AIDS Prffealoa Project: Staffed Monday, 
MUSIC&ART 
Women In Harmony 
an eclectic choral ensemble open to 
all women regardless of age, race, religion, 
or sexual orientation. H you arc interested 
in becoming a membc:r or volunteering 
organiutional skills, send SASE (includ-
ing your phone number) to P .0 . Box 5136 
Sta. A, Portland, ME. 04101, or call 207/ 
774-4940. 
Maine Gay Men's Chorus 
a comnnmity chorus which brings 
men together to enhance social tolerance 
and diversity in the Greater Portland area, 
as well as affinning the gay/lesbian 
experience with acativc and lively musical 
entertainment. FMI call 774-2704 or write 
M.G.M.C., P.O. Box 10391, Portland, ME. 
04104. 
The Maine Gay Visual Artist's League 
meets on the third Wednesday of 
every month. The League is a non-profit, 
creative support network for Maine's gay 
& lesbian visual artists conununity. FMI 
call 775-3420. 
careproviders. Meelleveiy2ndTueaday, 7:00pm,at 
the~ Medicll Center, confeience room A 
Presque Isle. FMI, Deb Madore cl Health 1st, 207-768-
3056 or 1-800-432-7881. 
Aub1ll'll : 1'1oplelivingwithHIV dilelse, 
Tuesdays, 1:30-3:00 pm at Auburn Flmily Planning. 
Call Diana Carrigan, Androlcoggin and Oxfcrd Cue 
Manager and SupportServicesCoordinatarfcrTAPat 
the Auburn clfice, 2'17-783-7301. 
Banpr: Man 2 Man HIV prevention prollJlllll 
fer men who haw IU with men. M2M clfm educalion, 
HIV lelting, 1upportgroup1, HIV/AIDS Hotline and 
worbhops. To vollDIINror FMI on the prognm.call 
2ff7-990-2095 or write: Man 2 Man, POD 2038, 
Banger, ME 04402. 
Clllldna '1 Support Groap: Flin 1etivilie1 and 
outings forcbildmn who e affeclmd by HIV /AIDS. 
Meetings am held twice monthly on Mondays 3:30pn-
5:00pm. Unitarian UniversalistCbun:b, PalkSL, behind 
City Hall in Banger. FMI call 2'17-990-3626. 
w-m•, Support Group : Women living with 
HIV, meell the last Wednesday of each month 10:4Sam 
- 12:00pm. Call 2'17-990-3626. 
Blddeton: ~pie lffeclecl «infected by HIV, 
Mondays, 5:30-7:00 pm. So. ME. MedicaJ.Cenler 
claaroomoppolilecafeteriaon2ndfl.oar.Cal1John 
Bean. YOik ColBltyC-M-,er.2'17-774-6B77. 
BnMWk:k: Meetings forfamily and mends 
wbohawlowd CD1with HIV/AIDS atMmymeeting 
AIDS Support Services, 8 Lincoln Street FMl on 
meeting dayl and lime, call 725-4955. 
Farmlnatoa: Thundays: 6:30-8:30 pm. HIV+ 
support group. Call Christie Foster at To.County Health 
Services, 778-4553, fer localiolL 
Gardiner: 1st& 3rd Wednesdays: People 
Living with HIV meetdrom 1:30-3 pm.at the 
Physicians Building behind KVRHA Annex. Call 
MASS at72S-4955. 
Kmnebunk: Drop-in clilcuaion group every 
Tuesday fer married/gay/ biaexual/queslioning men at 
TAP Office.Lafayette Center, downtown Kennebunk. 
FMI call Geny 112'17-774-<,ffl. 
Lewllton: 4th Thursday: Gmat Sexpectalion, 
monthly drop-inl fer gay, Ii. & questioning men of all 
age,. 7:00-10:00PM,Aa.Acffice (4Lafayette St) 
FMI, Sean-2'17 fl 864691. 
RllafordiMmeo.Ana: Mondays: AIDS 
SupportGrouplPhoneline meell from 7-8:30 pm at 
MwcoConpgalional Chun:h, Main Street, Mwco. 
Call 364-8603. 
Newlbmpnlre: 
Derry area: Support group open to anyone 
infected with AIDSIHI.Y. Honid by the Ecwnenical 
AIDS 'Iisk Pon:e, at SL Thomas Aquinas. FMl « 
re1819Vltions, call I- Dwyer at603-432-7S30. 
Keeae: Support group forfamiliel, mends, 
JJ1r1ne11 of p,mo111 living with AIDS« who haw died 
cl AIDS. Conficlenlial & anonymous. Meell eveiy 
other Wecl., atPlanned P111mtbood, 7-8:30 pm. Call 
Dcrodly Andenon 11603-756-4735. 
Keeae: Support group fer HIV J)Olitive people 
PIJ..one Support By Region 
Weclnlday, and Friday from 7 - 9 pa. Call 2'17-498-
2088 or (Maine) 800-468-2088 
TlleAIDSLlae: 1-800-851-AIDS «775-1267. HIV/ 
AIDS l9llfed question,, call Mon.-SIL 911111-5 pn. Mon. 
& Wed. ewninp until 7:30 pm. Anoll)'IIIOIII. 
DIAL KIDS: Porlesbian, gay, bi & questioning youth 
IBlder 19 YII· 774-TAI.K. 
lnp'1lllam Volualeera: Call 774-HB..P(774-43S7). 
Tiie AIDS ProJect774-6B77. Located at 142 High SL, 
6dl fl.oar, Pardand 04101. Call fcrinfcnnation and 
1uppMgroupmeelinp inPcdand, Lewiston, 
Brunnridt. 
Bupr: Ban,rn Maine AID$ Netwolt: 990-3626 
PellClmCIOt C.OUnty: HIV/AIDS Hotline-1-800-429-
1481 
Bellalt: Walclo-Knca AIDS Coalilion: 338-14'1:l 
Bnmwk:k: MmymeelingAIDS SupportSem,;ies: 
725-4995 
Brklaton: CommWlity'IiskPORle on AIDS: 583-6608 -
.Ramlord: Community AIDS AWllll111!81l Progrmn: 823-
4170 
IAwlltoa: AIDS Coalition cll..ewilton/Aubum: 786-
4fKI 
WaunUle: Dayspring: 626-3435 
Elnrortll: DownEastAIDS Netw<U: (R1-3S06 
Odonl HBII: Oucrd HillsCcmmanity AIDS Netwolk: 
743-7451. 
Mid -.t: Gay men'• BB.PLINE. 6.'00-9:00 pa 
(only)M-P2a7-863-2728.R\X207-863-2794. Also, 
gay youth info. 
Plftllll & Frieadl olLllblalll A C.ys (P-11.AG) 
Contacta la MalaeC-indicaul monthly meetinp) 
Augusta/Hallowell: 623-2349-P.E. 
•Dowr-Pol.CIUt:564-7986-Sharon 
•&rw.wict/Bath: 729-0519 - Sally & Ge1111 
"Lewiston/Aubum: 783-6964-&IB1le 
and thOINl living with AIDS meet, alternate Mon. 6:30 
pm. Per details call Schultz. 603-357-5270. 
Lebanon/llanonr: ACoRN clfers support 
groups,casemanapment,commWlityrefenalsandHIV 
pre\'enlion programs fer people in the Upper Valley. 
FMI call John« Mark at800-816-2220. 
Moudnodt Repon: Porinfo., refemls, 
telling, buddies, speabn & volunteer opportunities call 
AIDS Services fer the MonadnockRegion at603-3S7-
6855 or 1-800-639-7903 er call United Way Help-Line, 
1-800-368-4357. 
Nlllaua area: Two weekly Nit-help grollpl fer 
thoeeinfecled with,oraffecled by, HIV/AIDS. Per 
times, dates and lOClli.OIII, call 603-595-8464. 
NJL s-..t "Connections" IUpport group 
fer care gMff, panes, flmilies and friendl, all dloee 
wboee live,• affmcted by HIV/AIDS. "Connectiom" 
meell every month on NCOnd Tuesdays from 7 to 8 :30 
p.m., at the EuterCongreptional Chun:b 21 Front SL 
Euler, NH. Dilc1111i01U1, info~on sharing and 
support are <aemd in amendly and private atmosphem. 
FMI 603-772-6221, or 603-436-8963. 
Peterbonap: Support group forfamily, 
partnen and mends whoee liws haw been affmcled by 
HIV/AIDS meet1Tue1. atnoolL Call Marialtomo-
603-924-7191, exL 1126 for detllill. 
Wlulpeuuee Region: HIV/AIDS support group 
meell Wednldayl from 7 -9 pm atl.lbl Region 
General HOl(lital. FMical Way11111t603s524-3211 ext 
3900. 
•Portland: Rita, 766-5158 « Sue, 774-3441 
Waldobaro: Sue -832-5859 
CONTACl'SIN NEWIIAMPSHIRE 
P-FLAG NH 24 hour He .... : 603-623-6023 
New Hamplbam: leenCmilLine- l-800-639-6095. 
Concord: Judy, 6031485-3943 
Webnlr: Betsy, 603/7~3818 
Nashua: Nancy, 603/880-'Kl09 
Kemington: Nara/John. 603m2-3893 
Stratham: Betty, 603/772-5196 
Pnncestown: Cy/Gudoo, 603/S47-2S45 
Holdemesl: OOvia. 603/9C58-72S4 
Rumney:Ann,603fl86-9812 
Center Sandwich: 1llh. 603/284-6434 
DOVER, NII: Gay,Leabian.S-ual& 'I'lllnlpnder 
Helpline fer infcianalion, mfmn1 er llllld to tilt. M-P 6-
10 pa, Sal.S1m 9am-2pa. 603fl43-GAY2. 
Onllnellntemet Social Groups 
The Maine GayNet Mall List 
Share your ideas and opinions with 
other list members. To subsaibe to t:ws 
list, send e-mail to 
majordomo@abacus.oxy.edu. In the 
message part, write "subsaibe mc-gaynet" 
The Maine GayNet Home Page 
An ever-changing display of events 
and infonnation. Meetings, contact 
people, resources, & referrals. Point your 
WEB Browsc:r to: Http://www.qrd.org/ 
www/usa/mainc. fMI e-mail Paula 
Stockholm: paula@mainc.com. 
San Francisco Gay/Le$blan Tourism 
Gulde 
An onlinc merchant-sponsored 
Internet website geared to gay and lesbian 
travellers to the San Francisco area. It is 
compatible with most mainstream web 
browsers. Address: www.gaysf.com 
MalDe l'nlltruaaen: a gay and lesbian 
running club sponsoring weekly run in 
Portland. We meet at the beginning of Back 
Cove Walkway (corner Baxter Blvd. & Preble 
St. F.xt.), Saturdays, 9 am. FMI call Jim 761-
2059 or John 828-4896. 
Out on MDI: For gays, lesbians, bi's 
and our friends. Very active social/support 
group. Meets every Tueaday at 7:00 pm. 
Newcomers always welcome. FMI, write OUT 
ON MDI, PO Box 367, Southwest HaJbor, ME 
0467~367 or call 207-288-2502 and leave a 
message. 
SOLO: Monthly Gatherings.for Older, 
Sinlle Lesbians: for fun & friendship. FMI call 
Kadiy 207-688-4737 or 207-725-0179. 
W.O.W. (Wiid Outd"r Women): 
Recreational group meets monthly for outdoor 
a~i~~ fo~oy,ed by ,P<>t luck ~ials. . 
Activities: biking, bwng, campmg, canoeing, 
kayaking. FMI: Jen @ 207-787-2379 
Wllde-Stela Club: Meets every 
Thursday at 6:30 pm at Memorial Union, 
Sutton Lounge, UM at Orono. 
ALMA: Active Lesbians of the Monad-
nock Area (formerly the Monadnodt Area 
Women) meet on the 2nd and 4tb Friday of the 
month. FMI call 603-363-4961. 
Dartmouth Wemea'1 Meeting: Meets 
every Monday at 9 pm at the Women's 
Resource C.enter, Dutmouth College. FMI call 
603-646-3636. 
UNC: Lesbians Inviting New Comec-
tions. A network~ women in New 
England. FMI call Pauli at 603-668-9245. 
M...-. Valley Mea (MVM): A 
group of gay men of all ages in norhteastern 
New Hampshire and soutbwestem Maine who 
get together for potluck supper meetings at 6:30 
pm on the fU'St Thursday of each mondi at the 
C.enter of Hope in Redstone(NH); outdoor 
activities and meetings ue listed in the 
monthly newsletter; PMI: MVM, Box 36, Ctr 
Conway, NH 03813; Paul or Dave at 207-925-
1034; e-mail DFISPALP@AOL.COM •. 
Seac.at Gay Me•: Social group meets 
Mondays (except holidays), 7 pm Unitarian 
Universalist Church, 292 State St., Portamouth, 
NH. FMI call (603) 430-4052, or write P.O. 
Box 139~ Portsmouth 03802-1394. 
We1ma Meetlltg Wema: Lesbian 
social/support group meeting monthly at the 
UnitariaJi-lJnivenalist Oiurcb on the 2nd 
Saturday of the every month from 2:30 - 6 pm. 
FMI call Dianne at ®3-881-4268, or by e-mail 
DBalbat@aol.com. 
Mad Horse Theatre contpany 
presents 
The Scarlet Letter 
by Nathaniel Hawthorne, adapted by Phyllis Nagy 
A beautiful re-telling of this Alnerican classic: the story of Hester Prynne, her 
strange child Pearl, and the man who could never reveal his love. 
June 5 - 29, 1997 
16 Performances Only! 
Tours. June 5 PREVIEW 
Fri. June 6 GALA OPENING 
Tours. 7:30 
Fri., Sat 8:00 
Sun. 5:00 
Tickets $18 ($16 for students and seniors) 
Saturday Night tickets $20 ($18 for students and seniors) 
Gala Opening Night $25.00 
Pay What You Caii Night Sunday 6/8 
Buy i Get I Free Night! Thurs. 6/12 
For more ixiformation and reservations call 797-3338 
Sexual Assault Response 
Services of Southern· Maine 
CONTACT: Darlene Smith, Coordinator of Support Services 
Sexual Assault Response Services ojSouth em Maine 
P.O. Box 1371 
Portland, ME 04104 
(207) 799-9020 
"SUPPOKf GROUPS FOR ADULT FEMALE AND MALE SURVIVORS 
OF INCEST and/or, CHil.,D SEXUAL ABUSE" 
POKILAND, MAINE. Sexual _AssaultRespomeServices will be offering 
free and confidential support groups for adult male and female survivors of incest, 
and child sexual abuse. 
Adult Women Survivors of Incest and/or Child Sexual Abuse - Starting 
Wednesday, June 4, 1997, Wednesday evenings, for 8 weeks. 
Adult Male Survivors of Sexual Abuse - Starting Monday, September 8, 
1997, Monday evenings, for 8 weeks. 
Call 774-3613 or 1-800-313-9900 to register. 
Post Office Box 1371 Portland, Maine 04104 774-3613 Toil Free 1-800-
313-9900 
• 
Maine Freedont to Marry 
Round table 
In the last few weeks, we have 
experienced incredible highs and lows 
over the right of same-gender couples to 
marry. Our next meeting will be on 
Tuesday, May 13, 1997 at 6 p.m. at 
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson, 
100 Middle Street (5th floor), Portland 
We will discuss where we should 
go on the issues of marriage and gay 
families from this point forward. 
1. Update: Yes, it's true. Toe 
Hawaii electorate will be voting in 
November, 1998 on a constitutional 
amendment to empower the legislature 
to restrict marriage to a man and a 
woman. It is also passing a law 
according about 60 rights and protec-
tions of marriage to reciprocal benefi-
ciaries. At the same time, the Hawaii 
marriage case remains on track. What 
do these developments mean for Maine 
and other states? 
Maine Rose 
Society 
Toe Maine Rose Society an-
nounces their 35th Annual Rose Show 
will be held at the Barron Center, 1145 
Brighton Ave., Portland, ME, 04102 on 
June 29, from 1:00 to 4:00 
PM. Admission is free and there is 
no fee to exhibit roses. For additional 
information please call Clarence Rhodes 
at 772-8788 or Martin Brower at 833-
0036. 
Maine Rose Society Rt 16, Box 
395 Dover-Foxcroft, Maine 04426 
tel.564-3654 
Public Service 
Announcnient 
The Center for 'lberapeuUc 
Recreation is in need of light weight 
wheelchairs in good condition to be 
used in an aquatics program for Chil-
dren and adults with disabilities. · 
If you are interested in donating a 
chair, please Contact the Center at 772-
0504. 
Thank you 
2. Now that we have a state law 
forbidding same-sex marriage and 
purporting not to recognize same-
gender marriages from other states, 
what should we do? What lessons can 
be learned from the hearing on L.D. 
1017? From similar hearings in other 
states? How do we keep the state anti-
marriage law from turning into a stick 
with which the courts and others will 
beat us ( as is already happening in other 
states)? 
3. What kind of affirmative public 
education can/should we do from here? 
How can we create the momentum to 
repeal L.D.1017? 
Attachments: Update on Hawaii 
case; Press Release re Report of 
General Accounting Office on 1049 
federal laws affected by DOMA; 
IGLSS analysis of economic impact of 
same-gender marriage in Maine. 
GLSTN 
The Downeast Chapter of Gay, 
Lesbian & Straight Teachers' Net-
work (GLSTN) will meet ·on Sunday 
June 1th from 2 to 4 PM at 
Downeast AIDS Network, 114 
State Street Ellsworth. GLSTN 
invites all who are interested In 
making our schools safer for all kids 
Including those who may be gay. It 
is a mixed straight and gay organiza-
tion, and Includes many who are not 
teachers. For more information call 
667 2358. 
Greater Portland YMCA 
Greater Portland YMCA 1997 
Summer Basketball League 
Girls: June 18th - August 6th, 
1997 (Wednesday @ 6:00 pm -
8:00 pm) 
Boys: June 19th- August 7th, 
1997 (Thursday @ 6:00 pm -
8:00 pm) 
Cost: $50.00 for non-members 
& $20.00 for Greater Portland 
YMCA members 
SIGN UP NOW - LIMIIBD 
SPACE!! 
LEVfIT AT 874-1111 FOR 
MORE INFORMATION 
~A GJC C£IMBS 
MR HARBOR 
Maine Lesbian, Gaymen, 
Bisexual & Transgendered's 
Gay Times Festival Schedule 
subject to change: 
Saturday, August 16 
I0:00 am - Registration Begins, Room Assignments, 
Maps. Tickets. Coffee, etc. 
11 :30-1 :00 pm Lunch Buffet with Six Basin Street, 
Women's dixieland band 
I :30-2:30 pm 
· ----e.-30-6:00 pm 
3:00-4:30 pm 
4:00-5!:30 pm 
5 pm 
____ 6:30-7:30 pm 
7:00-8:00 pm 
8:30-10:00 pm 
10:30 pm -
Sunday, August 17 
6:30-8:00 am 
8:00-9:30 am 
I0:00-11 :30 am 
11 :30-1 :00 pm 
I :00-6:00 pm 
l-6pm 
1-2:30 pm 
1-2:30 pm 
1-2:30 pm 
2:30-6 pm 
3-4:30 pm 
4:30-6 pm 
6:00-7:30 pm 
7:00-8:00 pm 
8:45 pm -
Monday, August 18 
7-8:30am 
8:30-10:00 am 
10:00-12 pm 
JO pm-
12:00-1 :30 pm 
I :30-Sunset 
Welcome 
Key Note Speaker Diane Elze 
You Choose: Workshops: 'Sharing Music 
of Our Common Struggles' w/ Sons & 
Lovers. 'Being Single and Sane' and more. 
Sea Kayaking 
Key Distribution 
Icebreaker with Jen and Don 
Dinner 
12-Step Meeting I 
Nontraditionally Gendered Drop-In 
Music and Comedy 
with Romanovsky & Phillips 
Stargazing and Storytelling from the top of 
Cadillac Mtn., Films, Games, Coffee, 
Snacks, Bonfire with marshmallows 
(weather permitting), Socializing and 
General R & R, etc. 
Sea Kayaking,Bird Watches.Walks,Coffee 
Breakfast 
Keynotes - Phyllis Lyon and Del Martin -
book signing to follow. 
Lunch - Outdoor concert w/ Diva Brazilia, 
Brazilian and world music 
You Choose: 
Mabel Wadsworth Women's Health 
Center - Women's Cancer Screening Clinic 
Workshops (spontaneous format) 
' Exploring Gay and Lesbian Music' 
w/Romanovsky and Phillips 
Sea Kayaking 
Lakewood excursions w/Don 
Volleyball, walk to town, Asticou Gardens, 
hiking, bicycling, Rand R 
Sea kayaking 
Political Panel Discussion -
'Our Civil.Rights' 
Dinner Extravaganza 
12-step meeting I 
Bi-sexual Concerns Drop-In 
Concert with Sons ·and J,0vers, followed 
by Dance with DJ. Adjoining coffeehouse 
will be available for coffee, discussions, 
and games. 
Sea Kayaking, Bird watches, Walks, 
Coffee 
Brunch 
Workshop: w/ Del Martin and Phyllis 
Lyon 'Four Decades of Lesbian Herstory' 
l,ight Hike - Gorham Mtn. with queer 
naturalists and sec the sea cave. -
Closing Circle 
You are Welcome to remain and enjoy the 
town and surroundings. Gro~nds and 
facilities remain available for use. 
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Classified Ads 
Shared Living 
Seeking QUIET, responsible, non-drugging/non-drinking housemate to 
share Bethel farmhouse 15 miles from Sunday River. Garden space,. 
Woods/fields for walking/mountain biking/x-country skiing. Must LOVE 
CATS, dogs, extended family. $350 per month includes heat, utilities 
except telephone. 207-774-3629/207-824-2736. 
TravelNacation 
LESBIAN PARADISE! 20 Charming rooms, 100 mountain acres, 
pool, hot tub, hiking/skiing trails, yummy breakfasts, peace and 
privacy. We're your perfect vacation choice year round! Week-long 
and midweek discounts. HIGHLANDS INN, Box 1180P, 
Bethlehem, NH 03574, (603) 869-3978. 
YELLOW BIRCH FARM: Weekly rental in romantic summer 
cottage, or nightly B&B in spacious studio. Organic farm abutting 
wildlife refuge. Remote unspoiled coastal Maine, near Canadian 
border. Birding, whalewatching, hiking biking, canoeing, kayaking. 
Pristine, peaceful, quiet. Brochure, reservations: (207) 726-5807 
FARNSWORTH & ASSOCIATES 
Attorneys at Law 
Legnl services 11tnlewide including: Domestic Rclntion11, Civil Rlghlll, Conlruclll, 
Employment, Wi1111, Pmhnle, Bnnkrur,ll'y, Rcnl E.~tnlc, nnd l'enonnl Injury. · 
Susan Farnsworth, Esq. 
Offices In Hallowell and Portland. 
Call l-800-8066-LAW. 
~l'~sq~Q~tf l) 
--Professional Residential Cleaning 
• Offices • Carpels • Floor Care 
We even do Windows 
Quality Sen•ic:e G11ara11teed 
J•JtEE ESTIMATES• 207/926-4365 
MaN.-FAI. 6-9 P.lt. 
l (20"7) •• ,.,,21 
Miclcoast Maine 
Gay Men•• 
Help Line 
- Cou.acT C"'4S ACCIPTIO. -. ....__ ______- -· . -----· -
Mark 
Stimson-
RBALIITATEN BT WOaK 
Office: (207) 782~8.311 
Fax: (207) 782-2232 
Pager; 851 ~3899 
..... 
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House Cleaning 
Par Excellence 
Miriam Otis Allen 
tr 207-741-2010 
di·verse 
Tl'll1pornry slaffinl!!, ncn1iline, onlpla,·,·m,·nl 
IJ,,1111i.• H i1ld1--T11n1 /Jrm1.unrd 
fi.10 CtJ11,:reu St. /'11rllnnd, Mni11e 041111 (107) 772-U7!ll772-11141.f11.~ 
Thomas S. Mullins 
P.O. Box 1493 
Antique 
Silver 
& Linen 
Concord, NH 03302,1493 
(603) 456-3695 
Fax (603) 456-3079 
(207) 778-9500 
nHED 1-soo-640-2543 IA.LES 
_f f)R_ OFESSIONALS 
_L DONNA J. GISH 
SALES CONSULTANT 
FRANKLIN CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH 
OODGE:JEEP-EAGLE 
WILTON ROAD 
FARMINGTON, ME 04938 
Groups ... Individuals ... Couples · 
HELP THROUGH PSYCHOTHERAPY 
... Self-esteem 
... Addictions 
... Loss 
... HIV 
... Relotionshi os 
... Depression 
PORTLAND 77 4·5025 985-8043 KENNEBUNK 
Richard Waitzkin, LCSW 
IC;astalCounseling Center, ln;.-coming Out Issues Trauma/Abuse Substance Abuse Grief/Loss 
I Couples Conflict Eating Disorders HIV/AIDS/Chronic lllness Internalized Homophobia 
Day & Ewning by Appointment 
Most Insurances Accepted . 
Offices In York end Saco 
(207) 363-0038 
Marv S. Mumford 
' MS. MSW. CCSW, CADAC 
Psychotherapist 
Moultonboro FamiJY Health Care Office 
Harbor Square. Rome 25 
Center Harbor. J'.ll 03:!'.!6 
(603) 528-4414 
(603) 253-3813 tu 
PROFESSIONALLY ORIENTED 
for Human Service Professionals 
207-774-3629 
Specializing in Same-Gender Orientation 
Awareness Education 
NINA R. MOLLICONE, RN, BSN, MS 
230 <JJ-a,J. ,df.,;u,w: 
<.PaulanJ. dlitaui, 04102-2920 
,soo!lntnvalz ,d?oad 
!Buf..f. .::11'1auu 04211-,,os 
AffORNEY AT LAW 
P.OBox6657 
PORTLAND, MAINE 04101 
AFFORDABLE LEGAL SERVICES 
ADOPTIONS. ESTATE PLANNING. WILLS. POWERS OF ATIORNEY 
Phone: 207 775-7465 
Fax: 207 775-7467 
jmilley@gowebway.com 
JUDITH M. WOHL 
AITORNEY AT LAW 
Serving our Community with Pride 
since 1985 
103 Exchange Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
Telephone (207)774-S288 
Fax (207)774-3147 
e-mail: jwohl@gwi.net 
Fru Ital/ ltour in ilia( consultation 
Diane Keubler, LCSW 
Belfast Office 
338-0)84 
'" Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual 
Transgendcr 
/\ wareness 
Brief & Long Term 
Psychotherapy 
A R T S T 
~AJI~ (l~IONI 
207 761 2808 
WHIMSI~i\L W6Rf($ 
ON 
WOOD 
CANVAS 
Norma Kraus Eule 
Lict:n~d Clinical Social Worktr 
ltrtlivi,lunl, Grour and 
Rtlnlion511ip TI1trapy 
10 Minot Avenue 
Auburn, Maine 04210 
('207) 784-8747 
V,q"ORIA ZAVASNIK, PH.D. 
lir,•n.sPd Cl,mr:. I Profes.u ondl C:.oun .s Plor 
LIC('nsed 5ub.stdnce AbuJe Counsel,;,, 
Families 
roOu 
al Coho I 
ab Use 
Sexuality 
775-6595 
Back Cove Counseling Center 
527 OCEAN AVE . 
PORTLAND, MAINE 04103 
Your 
business 
card 
would 
look 
great 
here! 
PAMELA KNOWLES LAWRASON 
Attorney at Law 
Call 207 /282-4311 
for more info. 
Serving the Legal Needs of the Gay 
and Lesbian Community 
6 Oak Ridge Road 
Cumberland Center, Maine 04021-9323 
Tel (207)829-3379 
Fax (207)829-4424 
E-mail: pklaw@ime.net 
